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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was undertaken for the purposes of providing

the l¡tanitoba Environment Department with an assessment of
pubtic participation activities under the lrfanitoba

Environment Act, proclaimed on March 31, f9BB. The scope of
the study took place over an eighteen month period from

Apr i1 I, 1988 to September 31, 1989. A series of
questionnaires were used to conduct personal, telephone, and

mail-out interviews.

This study was based on meeting the criteria for six
objectives designed to assess public participation
activities involving public registries, public hearings

(including a case study of the Repap Pulp !1i11 proposal),

and the Manitoba Environmental Council. The study also

addressed public participation activities of non-government

organizations, and compared public participation features

under provincial and federal initiatives.
The introduction of the public registries was

considered to be a positive step by study respondents. Some

confusion existed among parLicipants as to what stage they

could have input into the licensing process through use of
the registries. There was a general perception held by

par ticipants that the government does not encourage

participation at an early enough stage in environmental

decision making. The public registries could be used to
emphasize that the government is making efforts to change



this perception, by encouraging input at the proposat and

scoping stages of environmental impact assessments.

There were numerous requests by the study participants
for adjustments to the registries. These requests incruded

increasing publicity through radio announcements, having

additionar copies of reports for the public to take out on

loan, and having another main public registry at the

Centennial Library in Winnipeg.

The public hearing process, is widely accepted as a

means for the pubric to have a say in environmentar issues.

some concerns were raised regarding a perception that public
hearings are designed so the pubric has input into making

projects acceptable, and not as to whether or not they

should be authorized. The Environment Act was not written
to determine public input on project authorization, and

often the criticisms of the initial decision making

processes $/ere outside the scope of the Act.

Increasing communication with interest groups and

requesting their input before public hearings are carred

could reduce respondents concerns about lack of input at
the early stages in the environmental ricensing process.

Participants were in favour of the government requesting

their input into the scoping process for determining
environmentar impact assessments. Formalizing this process

into hear ings e¡as considered favorable. Government

requests for public input before hearings couLd provide a

ii



more supportive public who feel they have been involved in
projects at an earlier stage in the licensing process.

Concerns r.Jere raised about the technical nature of

major hearings (i.e. Repap), and the difficulty for public

presenters to have wel-l- researched material in their
presentations. A general perception was held by respondents

that they should be addressing hearings in the same way that
proponents do, i.e. with scientific information and studies

to support their presentations. Suggestions were made that

the government should contract the services of independent

experts who would be available to interpret technical
information for the public and to make representation at
hearings upon request by the CEC.

Participants generally felt that the hearing process

should consider accepting presentations that address the

broader scope of environmental issues and the pubtics'
values regarding Iarge projects. Participants also
questioned whether CEC reconmendations were impartial to
government and proponent initiatives. Appointments of panel

members at major hearings who have specific knowledge within
the scope of project proposals could reduce the skepticism

which exists. Under the Environment Act there is provision

for the CEC to add members to its panel when conducting

hearings. ,This provision should be addressed for major

hearings.

There was concern among some study

iii
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intervener funding r¡¡as necessary to help them in their
preparation for public hearings. They felt that volunteer

organizations needed to hire consultants, who could

thoroughly research material and identify important
questions. To a lesser extent participants requested

financial assistance for transportation and accomodation,

administrative costs, and 1ega1 assistance.

Rep r e s e n t a t i ve s o f non -gov e r nme n t o r g a ni zat i ons

considered their most important role in public participation

to be promoting environmental awareness, and secondly to

assist with environmental educationr Dêtworking, and

Iobbying. Respondents felt there was a need for non-

government groups to address controversial issues. In

addition, study participants indicated that more personal

communication with government in the form of smaIl group

meetings would be favorable.

The Manitoba Environmental Council believes that it
provides expertise to the government in its advisory role

and is an informed spokesperson for the public on

environmental issues. Members felt they had a responsibility
to promote environmental awareness and education and

contributed to the public participation process by making

presentations at public hearings. ¡{EC members strongly

urged for the approval of a research position to assist them

in preparation of briefs and educational material.

Comparisons of public participation activities among

1V



provincial legislation and federal initiatives has shown

that the public is encouraged to be active in environmental

assessment reviews, hearings and regulation development.

Manitoba and the FEARO process have made efforts to
encourage public input earlier into the planning stages of

environmental assessment processes, through input into
project proposals and guidelines for environmental impact

assessments.
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CEAPTER. I - TNTRODT'CTTON

1.l- Background:

The Manitoba Environment Act was proclaimed on l,farch

31, I9BB. It replaced the Clean Environment Act of 1968 and

the Environment Assessment and Review process which vras

adopted as Provincial Cabinet policy in l-975. The

Environment Act aims to provide Manitobans with sustained

economic Arowth, while maintaining the quality of the

environment. The new Act is more comprehensive and compl-ete

than the previous regisration in dearing with environmental

issues and concerns which are preval-ent today.

The new Act addresses six basic principles (as outlined
in the Guide to the Manitoba Environment Act), (Government

of Manitoba 1988). These principres are recognized as being

essential- to identify and prevent future environmental

probrems, while protecting the social, cultural and economic

wel-1 being of Manitobans. This project addressed one of
these six principles, that of strengthening public
participation in the environmental decision making process,

through increasing public access to environmental assessment

inf ormation.

The Environment Act devotes considerabre attention to
the role of the public in effective environmentar decision
making. the pubric is encouraged to become involved in
proposed activities through participation in any, or all, of



four types of activities: 1) use of the public registry
network, set up at nine locations throughout l4anitoba to

provide information on proposed developments for public

review; 2) participation at public hearings, held by the

Clean Environment Commission (CEC) upon reguest by the

Director of Environment or the Minister of Environment; 3)

public consultation with the Environment Department on

development of regulations, ranging from reviews through

mail-outs to full public hearings; or 4) participation in

the activities of the Manitoba Environmental Council (MEC),

which represents public concerns and provides advice on

environmental matters to the Minister.

PubIic input into the environmental assessment process

under the nehr legislation is necessary to ensure that the

management of environmental matters includes consideration

of the values and interests of those who will be affected.
Participation encourages people to express their concerns,

and has the potential to reduce conflict which might arise

because of poor communication and planning.

This study assessed the leveI of public participation
in environmental assessments and the decision making process

during the first year and a half of operation under the

l,lanitoba Environment Act.

I.2 Statement of Issues:

The provincial Environment Department was interested in



determining if the initiatives for public involvement under

the new Iegisl-ation were being utilized. Individual_

citizens, interest groups, communities and

environmentalists were encouraged to become actively
involved in environmental assessment and planning, or

regulatory processes, to ensure that envi ronmental

considerations would become a major component of today's

development proposals.

The Environment Department expected that public
involvement in project proposals would be strengthened by

the use of the public registry system, and public hearing or

regulatory initiatives under the Environment Act. To

determine whether this $ras the caser ân assessment of the

public participation process was undertaken over an eighteen

month period from April Lt 19Bg to September 30, 1989. In

addition, the public participation mechanisms provided by

the l,lanitoba act were compared to simil-ar provisions under

other provincial Environment Acts and federar legisration.
The purpose of this study was to provide the

Environment Department with feedback from those who have

util-ized the public participation process, (i.e. the public
registries and public hearings), to compare this information

with public participation processes outside the province, to
identify strengths and weaknesses in the process, and to
make reconmendations for improvements.



1.3 Objectives:

This assessment was conducted by developing a research

schedule which met the requirements of the following
objectives:

1) To conduct an assessment of public participation during

the first eighteen months of operation of the
Environment Act, under the following legislated areas:

a) the public registries at all nine l,tanitoba locations;
b) public hearings held by the Clean Environment

2)

Commission;

c) public ahrareness and representation on the Manitoba

Environmental CounciI.

To assess public participation in environmental decision

making by non-Iegislated groups, ( i. e. , environmental

and other public interest groups).

To conduct a case sLudy of public parlicipation during

the Clean Environment Commission hearings on the Repap

Phase I pulp mi11 proposal, in Winnipeg and The pas,

I{anitoba.

To compare the role of public participation under the

Manitoba Environment Act with public input under

environmental legislation in the provinces of Ontario,

Saskatchewan and Alberta.

3)

4)

To compare Manitoba's approach to public participation
with the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA),

and the Federal EnvironmentaÌ Assessment and Review

s)



Process (FEARO).

6) To summarize the activities which have involved pubic

input under Manitoba's Environment Act over an eighteen

month period from April L, I9BB to September 30, 1989),

determine strengths and weaknesses which may exist, and

provide recommendations for improvement.

L.4 Scope:

This project assessed the pubtics, interest in
participating in environmental assessment and decision
making processes. This vras done by designing a number of
public opinion surveys which assessed the activities of the

public during the period under study. The sampling universe

for these surveys involved those organizations and

individuals who had been invorved in an environmentar public
participation process t ot who had identified themserves as

"public interest" groups with environmental concerns.

An underlying principle of the Manitoba Environment

Act is that any proponent whose project may have a

significant effect on the environment must appty for an

environmentar ricense. The proponent is responsible for
checking the Environment Act regurations to determine if
their project requires a Iicense. If the project wiII
require a license it is up to the proponent to determine

what action is necessary and submit a proposal to the

Environment Department .



Decisions are made by the Director or Minister of

Environment as to the type and extent of environmental

assessment that wiII be required on a project. The

environmentaf assessment process is designed to incorporate

public (and interdepartmental) input.

The Act also requires a mandatory public consultation
process in the development of regulations and environmental

quality standards. For the purposes of this study, only

public participation in the environmental assessment and

Iicensing process will be addressed.

The public registry system provides access to current
information concerning proposed and existing developments.

Any person who has an interest in a particular project can

use the registry to obtain information and state their
concerns to the appropriate government representative. If
public hearings are required on a proposed development, the

views of thi rd parties wilI be considered before
recommendations are made for issuing the proponent a

licence.

In addition, the Act provides for the Manitoba

Environmental Council (MEC), to provide advice and

recommendations to the Minister on environmental matters.

The IUEC provides a direct link between the public and the

Minister of Environment by providing an ongoing liaison
between the Department of Environment and the public.
Although the MEC is the only public interest organization



recognized by statute, other non-government citizen and

environmental groups have an important role to play in
communicating and consulting with government officials on

environmental matters. These non-government organizations

(NGO's) e¡ere also assessed by means of a survey to determine

their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their
participation in the environmental assessment and decision

making process.

In order to get feedback from those members of the

public who are actually participating in a public input

process, a case study of the CEC environmental hearings for
the Repap Phase I pulp miII proposal r^ras conducted. These

hearings took place in Winnipeg and The Pas during the

study period, and the results were used to assess these

early experiences with the public participation mechanisms

of the Environment Act.

In addition this study compared the Manitoba public

participation initiatives with public participation

arrangements in other provinces, and at the federal leve1.

1.5 Assumptions and Limitations:

This study assumed that the Environment Department

woul-d continue its interest in encouraging the public to

participate actively in its environmental- assessment and

decision making processes, and that the findings of this
study would provide guidance for improvements to the public



participation program.

The time frame vras Iimited to assessing public
participation from llarch 31, 1988 when the Act was

proclaimed, to September 30, 1989. This study concentrated

on interviewing those individuals or organizations who had

been involved in a public participation effort, and

determined their views and opinions on public participation
initiatives under the Environment Act.

Throughout this study, the terms "hearing" and

"inguiry" were considered to have the same meaning for
public participation purposes.

This study did not assess public participation in the

development of regulationsr âs none of these processes had

occurred under the new Environment Act initiatives, ât the

time the study was conducted.

The sampling audience was comprised of those
individuals or groups who had identified themselves as

representatives of an environmental organization, non-

government public interest groups who had environmental

and/or resource interests, participants in the Repap or

other CEC public hearing, and individuals who had used or

v¡ere aware of the public registries.

1.6 Abbreviations:

cEc -
MEC -

Clean Environment Commission

Manitoba Environmental Council



EIA -

CEPA -

FEARO

NGO's

Environmental Irnpact Assessment

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

- Federal Environmental Assessment and Review

Office

Non-government Organizations

r.7 Definitions:
The following definitions were abstracted from the

Guide to the Manitoba Environment Act:

PubIic: all individuals, organizations and communities who

may wish to express concerns, objectionst ot support

regarding a development proposal, through the public
participation initiatives under the Environment Act. This

definition also includes the silent members of the public
who have chosen not to participate. Non-participation may

be due to apathy, Iack of confidence, lack of funding, a

feeling that others will participate for them, or possibly

because they are supportive of the project.

Public registrv: a Iisting of aIl- proposed and existing
developments under government assessment which is avairabl-e

for public review and comment. Information provided

incl-udes the proposal (or summary of the proposal),
classification of the project, assessment process,
guidelines for the environmentar assessment, environmental

assessment report, the licensing process and a copy of the

license if granted.



I{ain registry: Iocated in Winnipeg at the Environment

Department Resource Centre, Building 2t 139 Tuxedo Ave., and

includes information on development proposals for the entire
province.

Sub-public registries: located at eight centres throughout

the province, and includes information on development

proposals particular to each region, and a listing of
proposals for the entire province. (The locations of these

registries are listed in Appendix I.)
PubIic hearing: refers to advertised public hearings held

by the CEC where submissions can be made regarding public

concerns on a development proposal. These concerns are

reviewed by the Commission before making its recommendations

to the Environment Department for project approval.

The following definition is not Laken from the Guidelines to

the Manitoba Environment Act:

Intervenor: any member of the public who attends a public
hearing and makes a presentation on behalf of themselves or

their organization. The intervenor is often representing

the views and concerns of the non-government volunteer

sector. For purposes of this study presenter and intervenor

refer to the same thing.
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CHAPTER II - LITERÀTURE REVIEW

2.I The Need for Public Participation:

One of the first things to consider in the process of
environmental assessment and decision making is the need for
public participation and whether it should be increased.

The answer to this wil-r be based on each observer's view of
what constitutes public participation, on our view of
current l-eve1s of public involvement, and ultimately on what

one believes public participation can contribute to
effective environmental decision making.

Environmental and other interest groups are becoming

more aware of environmental matters and are increasingly
challenging and appealing poticy decisions made by

government agencies (Henning L974). This is partty due to
the communications revolution which is exposing resource

problems and benefits to the public through the media.

Other reasons for the increasing emphasis on citizen
participation are bureaucratization, the rising leveI of
education, and more time to devote to political activity
(Adie and Thomas 1987).

Henning (L974) states that resource and environmental-

agencies are taking steps to ensure public participation in
their policy making. In part, these efforts to involve more

people are intended to improve the quality of decision
making, but these agencies are also concerned with having a

1I



more satisfied public by reducing protests, appeals, and

court cases which have tended to slow down the development

process.

Sadl-er (I984) believes the public participation process

is a vital mechanism to incorporate social values into the

decision making process. sadler states that consultation
reduces conflict, and is fundamental to making social and

accountable choices where a proposed development may

infringe upon individual rights to property and people's

livelihood.
According to Doern and Phidd (I983) there is a

legitimate place for formal consultation in the policy
formulation process, to identify ideas, fearn about problems

and to achieve some solutions. There is no single
consultative process which can adequately embrace all
interests, therefore a number of processes wi1l need to be

implemented.

PubIic participation in resource management is needed

to bring about better informed bargaining and to ensure

opinions and accountability (Thompson 1980). Thompson

believes that industry is not generally opposed to public
participation because they know decisions wiII be more

acceptable if the public plays a part in the process.

Thompson aLso feels that pubric participation is a necessary

aid to the negotiating and bargaining process and can

instill public confidence that baranced decisions are

T2



sought.

Craig (1983) states that citizen participation in
political- decision making is important in maintaining a

democratic system in the face of social change. Citizens

want to determine social goals and choices so that they are

comfortable within the communities where they live and will
feel bound by a 'social contract' if they have helped to
make it.

Today's concern for public participation arises from

the real- or imagined failure of government and its
bureaucracy to respond appropriately to citizens (Adie and

Thomas 1987 ) . Citizens are feeling that government

responses would be more just if their views were considered

more extensively through the hearing process.

DeSario and Langton ( 1984 ) have discussed the
heightened demand for greater citizen participation with
regard to technological decisions. DeSario and Langton note

that the r ise in technocracy ( the application of
technological expertise ) and democracy ( citizen
participation) in decision making have been growing on

paraIlel paths since the post war years, yet not
intersecting. Since the I970's however, there has been a

growing convergence between citizen participation and

technocrâctr as citizens who have become uneasy with the

impacts of technology are demanding greater participation in
complex technological issues. Integration of technocracy

13



and democracy is very difficurt when technical decisions are

based on 'what is' and citizens decisions are based on

values or 'what shoul-d be' (DeSario and Langton 1984). The

extent to which technological development and citizen
participation can co-exist, is at a stage where public
pressures are calling for the creation of a ,techno-

democracy' which combines the varues of technologicar growth

and the pubric interest. As citizen participation evorves,

the role, functions and limits of technology wirl be have to
be defined (DeSario and Langton 1984).

Other reasons which support the need for public
participation in decision making processes include:
provision of additionat data, technical expertise from those

who live in the impacted areas, the creative capacity to
achieve better solutions, data on goaIs, attitudes and

values, and assistance in management solutions to problems

( Connor 1988 ) . Participation strengthens, deepens and

enriches the capacities of individuals and expands their
skiIls, understanding and knowledge (EIder 1975). It allows

expression of concerns and ideas which is considered to be

essential for decision making.

2.2 RoIe of the Public:

In writing about

environmental issues,

arguments in favour of

the role of

Craig ( 1983

participation

t4

public involvement with

), presents additional
: I) the public acts as



a $ratchdog to check administrative abuses:. 2) the public

gives weight to Iong term effects which may have been

overlooked; 3) the public provides locaI skills and

knowledge about project sites ì 4) citizens will present

their perspectives on the impacts of development and present

alternative possibilities; and 5) citizens want their values

to be heard.

Public invol-vement is seen to play a major role in the

process of evaluating costs and benefits (Thompson 1980).

The attitudes and preference of. those affected by project

objectives are considered to be important. Thompson

recommends establishing forums, resource centres, advisory

boards and interest groups to aid in the communication of

information and public involvement.

The role of the public in an inquiry is described by

Salter (1981) as being very much a product of perspective.

SaIter sees the role of Lhe public as beneficial in
presenting valid arguments which could lead to strong

opposition if citizens were not consulted. She states that

knowledge of public sensitivities can be effective in
planning how to implement a project. Citizens wil-l set the

boundaries within which technical considerations can take

place, based on their contributions to the overall value and

perceptions of the projects. Making information public can

be risky however, because once development positions are

solidified further public participationr êv€n if requested

15



may be blocked.

If the public wants to challenge development and make

participation ef f ective in decision making, Do\,rney (t9BZ )

feels they must first analyze poricies and current decision
making processes. ouimet ( 1989 ) states that requests for
public hearings today invorve significant issues which deal

with development policies and the future. The public wants

to discuss how developments can be made compatibre with
ecologicar functions, and would rike to see environmentar

planning move from single impact assessments to murti-source

impacts. Ouimet notes there is public interest in
determining the acceptability of projects through
forecasting of impacts.

schrecker (1985) noted that the canadian environmental

regulation process is highty administrative, and public
access to information can be limiting. schrecker notes the

federal government sees a conflict between the revel of
pubric consurtation on regulatory decisions and the amount

of technical information which industry wilt provide to the

government. This confrict is a result of the potentiat
unwillingness of industry to give out too much technicar
information which could result in a long public
participation process, involving lengthy public hearings.

Lengthy pubric delays can upset the time schedures for
industrial devetopments, and can also be increasingry costly
for the proponents.
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2.3 Approaches to Public Participation:

There are numerous approaches to public participation
ranging from public displâyS, workshops, advisory and review

committees, information meetings, public hearings and

litigation in the court system. g,lestman ( 1985 ) states that
the public participates in decision making in proportion to
the extent to which it is affected, and the extent they

perceive their presentations and comments wiIl infl-uence

decisions.

PubIic participation methods can be categorized
according to the po\^/er they provide to the public in
decision making. Lang and Armour (1980) have identified
four such categories. The first category includes such

information sharing techniques as open houses, film
presentations, information kits, and newspaper notices.
These information-feedback approaches do not provide any

direct power to the participant. This approach may serve to
create a$Jareness and educate members of the public, but the

opportunities for input are minimal.

The second consultation category includes public
hearings and information meetings. Such events provide for
the exchange of information, although with public meetings

communication tends to be mostly one-$ray and participants
may feel they have limited influence. Shrecker (1984)

states that because many public hearing processes are

explicitly advisory in nat,ure, the only impact they are
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likeJ-y to have resul-ts f rom the publicity they generate.

shrecker bel-ieves that arthough there are laws which appear

to embody opportunities for extensive public participation
(i.e. in environmental assessment and public hearings), in
some instances these can be circumvented by the frequent use

of ministerial discretion to shield projects from scrutiny.
Joint planning is the third category and gives

moderate power to citizens through advisory committees and

structured workshops. This approach provides for input and

feedback of information and is useful in increasing revels

of education and involvement. The fourth category is
delegated authority, which provides a high public inftuence

through citizen review boards and planning commissions.

This approach provides increasing contror over options and

timing of decisions made on projects.

Wood ( I978 ) found that of the thirty techniques
employed in examining public participation efforts, the most

often used were pubric hearings and information meetings.

These involve row levels of ciLizen delegation of power and

relatively low leveIs of representation. Structural
workshops $Jere seen as one of the better techniques for
representing a variety of groups, but were biased against
people who were not highly motivated, often attracting only
the white collar workers (Westman f983).

While formal or informal hearings are assumed to be

the most often used method of public participation, models
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such as that depicted by Arnstein (1969) use a ladder system

to depict a hierarchy of decreasing participation, from

citizen control (which is rarely reached), to delegated

powerr pârtnershipr placation, consultation and informing.

Hearings may involve a number of these steps to decision

making.

The method chosen to promote public participation wilt
condition to a significant extent, the willingness of people

to put time into the process and the likelihood of them

having an impact. Canadians in general, are not easily
persuaded to become active, and therefore must be made to

feel that their participation in any approach will- be

meaningful and not simply a token effort.

2.4 Tvpes of Interveners:

The process of involving the public begins by

identifying those individuals or groups who will have a

substantial interest in the proposed action. These would

include organized public interest groups such as

envi ronmental orga nizat ions, nat ive orga nizat ions,
commercial interests such as businesses, lodges and camps,

government agencies ( other than the environment
department), individuals such as residents, experts and

academics (Westman 1983).

Certain groups or organizations intervene in the public
participation process because they are directly affected by
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an issue. These types of interests are consumer interests,
and rely on the strength of the group as a whole (Salter

I9Bl). Others intervene because of a general concern about

the nature of society. They are indirectly affected and

represent a collective interest which is not easily
accommodated in an inquiry.

SaLter (198I) has al_so noted that inquiries attract
limited participation by the scientific community (other

than government representatives) or corporations, but do

tend to attract participation from citizens claiming to have

expertise on representative points of view. There is a

fairly conmon view that many of the participants in an

inquiry process are representing only a privileged few who

have the resources and skirrs to come forward and be heard,

and are thereby inadequatery representing the views of the

public in general.

2.5 Effectiveness of the public Inquirv:
Generally the effectiveness of participation in

inquiries can be best examined by tooking at the barriers
which lead to non-participation. One barrier which is
commonry agreed upon is that of inadequate funding for ress

advantaged groups. The best ivay for governments to ensure

participation in the inquiry process is seen to be the

provision of more easiJ-y availabre financiar resources.

Participation costs time and money - there are travel costs,
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transaction costs, research and administrative costs, a1I of

which need to be met in order to provide for effective and

meaningful participation.

According to Bryden ( 1982 ) the development of
informational networks (e.9. computer networki.tg) is a

necessary condition towards moving to a more participatory
society. Bryden believes that the elite nature of the

current input into the policy process is a severe drawback

to effective participation, although the public service

recognizes this and is working towards better reflecting the

composition of society. It is promoting activities which

will encourage more locally interested people who may not

have the finances or the confidence to participate and make

their views known.

For example, the consistent challenge to governments

and industry by public interest organizations has led

agencies such as the National Energy Board (NEB) to grant

intervenor status to those interested in participating in
its hearings (Dwivedi 1980). Dwivedi also notes that NEB

hearings have many obstacles which discourage interveners,

such as excessive formality and high costs of participation,
and the seriousness to which consideration is given to
public presentations. The impacts of resource development

are stilt widely dispersed over time and place and this may

ensure that few individuals wiIl be sufficiently motivated

to participate, unless they become directly inpacted by a
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project (Emond 1983).

Johnston (1980) has described some of the mechanisms

used by the Canadian Radio and Television Commission (CRTC)

which has achieved a great deal of public response in its
regulatory and decision making activities. Public notice of
pending application and hearings are announced in the Canada

Gazette, locaI nehrspapers and on radio and television.
Hearings have two formats, the first being structured for
the presentation of applications and interventions. The

second is a town haII meeting format which gives the public

opportunity to let their concerns be known in an informal

setting. Other mechanisms to encourage public input by the

CRTC include, the rel-ease of white papers which call for
briefs to comment on the formulation of policies and

regulations, and the awarding of costs to interveners which

are paid by the companies who have made application for
license. Johnston notes however, that the CRTC activities
are very public in nature and this has made it easier to
have successful public participation.

SaIter (198I) describes additional- reasons which may

lead to non-participation, including hearings which have

been rushed and are held at inappropriate times,
unaccessibl-e information, lack of experience or expertise,

and the feeling that people's interests will be represented

by voJ-unteer organi zat ions .

The requirements for public hearings have now been
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written into some legislation, as a means for more effective
public participation (Thompson 1984). The demand for
hear ings may eventually be reduced as planning and

management ski1ls increase with respect to environmental

matters and as knowledge and awareness of the environment

becomes more broadly incorporated into decisions.

The federal Environmental Assessment and Review Process

(EARP) is considered by Van Hees et aI. (1987) to be a major

improvement over previous practices involving public
participation. Reports produced by EARP panels have

provided valuable documentation on environmental impacts,

and it is believed that the existence of EARP has been

responsible for requiring the federal government to factor
environmental and socio-economic concerns into their
decision making processes. WaIlace (I985) believes this may

be one of the primary influences of EARP on Canadian

decision rnaking processes. The EARP flexibility and

informality has allowed it to make necessary changes in
order to better accommodate inter-governmental
collaboration and public consultation.

2.6 Criticisms of the Public Participation process:

Given the Iimitations and diverse nature of
participationr ân inquiry cannot provide an accurate means

of assessing public opinion (Salter I9BI). It is not a

publ-ic poII, nor does it provide systematic information on a
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specific range of questions. For those who believe that
policy decisions shourd refl-ect the attitudes of the public

at any one time, the inquiry may be a poor tool. There may

however, be offsetting advantages to an inquiry process

which combines pubric sentiments together with technical
knowledge, in the decision making process.

criticisms outrined by Adie and Thomas ( r9g7 ) incrude

the fact that citizens are brought in after critical
decisions have been made, inquiries are unrepresentative in
nature, favouring educated, middre cl-ass people who are more

confident and wiII dominate the proceedings, and lower

income groups will lack the funds to participate in a

meaningful fashion.

Craig (1983) al-so believes that the public hearing,

arthough a popurar technique, farls short of providing
adequate representation for alr interests affected by a

decision. opponents say that there are few active
participants and they are not representative of the general

public.

Decision makers may feel- that pubric participation is
time consuming, costly and difficult (Craig 1983). yet, a

slow decision may be more reliabre ( in terms of probrem

identif ication) and economical in the J_ong term.

Participation may be seen as a major technique for
gaining political support and will_ be used to varying
degrees to get that support.
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that there is a real risk that citizen participation is
Itoken' and decisions are not given weight in the final-
decisions.

2.7 Improving the Participation process:

Governments can facil-itate better pubric input into the

decision making process by allowing a more realistic time

for pubric consideration of proposals before hearings, and

by making more use of informal- group discussions, and

position papers (Nietson 1978).

The fact that there are outside interests abre and

wilring to participate in public hearings does not increase

the chances for less wearthy and knowredgeable groups and

individuars ( Dwivedi r9B0 ) . Because some groups can

participate because they are werr informed and financiarly
strong, decision makers can use Lhis representation as

evidence of an open decision making process. opening up and

improving a decision making process can be done by funding
groups and individuars intervening in hearings, reraxing
formal ru1es, encouraging public involvement through
publicity, and releasing background studies.

Connor (1988) notes that participants in a public
involvement program can generate many sound observations and

suggestions for improving future programs. These deserve

serious consideration when designing and promoting pubric
participation initiatives.
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some people argue that public participation efforts are

too costly for government bureaucracies. paehlke (1992)

suggests that an open and participatory process of
environmentar administration courd be effective and less
expensive by contracting university graduate students and

environmentar groups to do environmentar monitoring, deverop

education mechanisms, as werr as become involved in decision
making.

2.8 Funding for Public fnterest Groups:

Rankin and Finkre (1983) recommend that access to
funding before an intervention takes prace is necessary to
offset the financiar constraints that face participants in
the regulatory process. Robertson (1987) acknowledges that
environmentarists in ontario have lobbied the provinciar
government to ensure that awarding of costs and use of other
intervenor funding mechanisms provide encouragement for
public participation. currentryr proponents can be ordered

to pay the costs of interveners under the rntervenor Funding

Act, but these awards cannot be guaranteed.

ID, the Economic Council of Canada Interim Report,

Englehart (198r), recommends increasing the importance of
public input at the initial stages of planning and

recommends that funds shourd be given to pubric interest
groups to al1ow them to participate. consumer and

environmental groups are examples of interest groups who
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represent large aggr egate interests that are thinry
dispersed over many members. These groups are likery to be

under-represented in the reguratory process because they are

trying to represent so many interests that they cannot

concentrate on any one representation at one time. pubric

subsidization of interest groups is supported by the council
to change imbarances between highry concentrated interests
and thinry spread interests. Mechanisms include grants, tax

incentives, and awards. Questions to be asked incrude who

will receive funding, the degree of control, responsibirity
for use of funds, and at what stage of the process should

funds be awarded.

Fox (r979) has pointed out that in severar states in
the u.s. a system of 'checkoffs' has been introduced to
encourage direct citizen activities. A checkoff system is
one in which industry makes donation requests to consumers

and subscribers. This has Ied to the formation of public
action groups who are financed through the checkoff system

to intervene at public hearings (Fox 1979).

The disadvantages of funding interest groups are that
without an organized distribution of funding there may be

too many representatives at an inquiry, each with 1engthy

presentations which may become repetitive and disruptive.
Therefore one of the important issues of intervenor funding

must be to consider how to best distribute funding in order

to encourage the most productive resuLts. This may mean
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encouraging individuals and groups with similar concerns to
group together and appry for funding as a cooperative

effort.
The Federal Department of Environment is studying the

issue of funding for intervenor groups to enabre broader

participation in environmental assessment and review
processes (wa1sh et al-. 1988). ouimet (r989) has stated
that financiar assistance to intervenor groups wirr improve

public debate, and restore more of a barance to hearings

where the public can participate on an equalry knowredgeabre

basis.

2.9 Participation Through the Legal Svstem:

Thompson ( I984 ) states that the courts provide an

avenue for parLicipation which is usuarry taken onty when

al-l- other routes are blocked. There is a risk invol-ved that
once an issue reaches a court situation those which have

greater resources at their disposal may be more apt to win

than lose.

Law reforms are being considered which wourd support

private prosecutions as a method of public involvement in
environmentar protection (sadler r984). Marks (rggz) states
that in the u.s. many of the environmental- statutes enacted

since the r970's contain provision for citizens to proceed

directly against viol-ators where they feel the government

has failed to act. This is particularry true in the areas
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of vyater and air pollution legislation.
Muldoon (1988) states the problem with the legaI

situation in Canada is that the public has been impeded from

using the courts to protect their environment and from

participating in decisions which directly affect human and

environmental heal-th. The right to use the courts has been

restricted to protection of personal interests, and

individuals in the past could not represent harm to a

community or defend the environment for its own sake. The

individual had to prove the industry vras the source of the

problem, unless the attorney general was willing to give

someone legal standing to represent the public in general.

The focus of legal challenges has been changing during

the late 1980's as coalitions of environmental groups have

begun taking legal action against governments, for lack of
proper conduct regarding environmental assessments for major

developments. Judges have begun allowing such cases to
proceed if an organization has a large enough membership or

represents a large part of the community, and has a credible

environmental concern.

Muldoon ( 19Bg ) suggests that a solution to some of the

1ega1 problems is to obtain effective participation by

dismantling lega1 barriers and developing an environmental

bill of rights. This bill wouLd give the public two

substantive 1egal rights: 1) the right to sue in civil
courts for an activity causing environmental damage (without
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proving personal harm or harm to property); and 2) the right
to participate in environmentar decision making processes by

allowing any person to request and be granted a pubric

hearing to propose or review an environmentar standard or

application. This right to request a public hearing is
considered by many environmentatists to be a key factor in
both encouraging participation and arrowing the public to
contribute to decisions in certain situations. rf the
pubtic is alrowed to make the decisions they will also play

a responsible rore in the imprementation of these decisions.
with regard to the Federal Environmentar protection

Act, l,lcGovern (1987 ) states that environmentalists f eeI the

Act farl-s short of environmental protection, it is more of
an environmental management Act. This is because in most

cases individuars are still unable to initiate lawsuits for
the environment's sake in cases where they have not suffered
personal injury or property damage.

2.I0 The Changing Framework of public participation:

sadler (1984) berieves the future tendency wirl- be to
involve pubric participation at the pranning stage, leaving
official-s to dear with project detairs once the public
interest has been heard and decisions on resource allocation
have been incorporated.

The public hearing process as it currently exists wirl
continue to provide a forum for the public to voice their
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concerns and views and, through new approaches to
involvement such as environmental groups acting as

facilitators, progress wiIl be made to increase public
input. Although the hearing process receives a rarge volume

of input from the public, its basic design does not provide

for finding mutuarry acceptable sol-utions to environmental

concerns. This is because hearings are controlled by a

paner which may or may not decide to use arr of the publics'
input in its final reconmendations.

Sadler (1984) notes that a change will begin to take

place from the practice of public participation through

consultation to the growth of environmentar mediation, joint
problem solving and other forms of conflict resolution.
This form of participation wilt shift the emphasis away from

hearings and towards smal-1er scaler lower costr less
adversarial methods of conflict resolution.

2.lL Conclusion:

In conclusion, the literature research has provided a

broad analysis of the various mechanisms that constitute
public participation. Public participation is evolving into
a more highly complex process, designed to meet the changing

needs of the public, government and industry. An increased

awareness of environmentar concerns, higher education, and a

concerned public often confronted by deveropment induced

changes, has red the pubric participation process to become
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wider in scope than in the past. The value of pubric

participation to environmental decision-making has

increasingry been recognized and promoted by governments,

but there is sti1l controversy surrounding the scope,

nature, and timing of such participation.
I'fore specif ica11y, the literature review has shown that

there are numerous and often confl-icting moders described by

researchers as to what constitutes effective citizen
participation. These various conceptions wilr lead to
different evaruations as to what constitutes the success of
the participation mechanisms under the Manitoba Environment

Act.

The following chapters discuss the assessment of pubric
participation initiatives under the Manitoba Environment

Act. This assessment is therefore restricted to a process

for participation which occurs after a proposal has been

submitted. Preriminary environmentar decision making does

not farr under Lhe scope of the Environment Act and woul-d

therefore have to be addressed under another context.
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CHAPTER TII - METHODS

3.1 Introduction:

The riterature review has provided an understanding as

to \.7hy the Environment Department praces such importance on

public participation activities. The forrowing methods

describe the processes which were folrowed in assessing

pubric participation activities under the Environment Act

during the study period. Observations include, who

participated and why, their views on public participation
under the new Environment Act, weaknesses or omissions which

should be addressed, and improvements they would Iike to
see.

with respect to improvements this study considered the

means by which individuals and organizaLions became informed

of various public participation initiatives, the promotion

of pubric participation efforts by the Environment
Department, and how these initiatives infruenced
participation in the environmentar assessment and decision
making process.

one of the drawbacks of the Environment Department

pracing great emphasis on public participation is the

requirement that a sufficient number of citizens become

interested and can afford to become involved. The forrowing
methods have addressed these issues with respect to
observations of the public participation activities under
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the Environment Act

3.2 Assessing Participation:

The opportunity for public participation under the

Environment Act is provided through severar mechanisms.

These include the public registry network, public hearings,

and activities of the MEC. Non-government organizations and

public interest groups, âlthough not Iegislated, are

val-uabre contributors to the public participation process.

Their communication of environmental concerns is considered

by the Environment Department to be important and necessary

to the overall process.

The assessment of public participation with respect to
the above activities invorved the use of both standardized

open-ended interviews and a mail-out closed answer

quest ionnai re, as discussed in l¡lason et aI . ( 1983 ) .

Personar interviews \.¡ere conducted wherever possibre, since

according to Mason et aI. (1983) they have the highest
probabirity of producing answers which refrect the views of
that particular part of society. Where time and budget

constraints occurred in the rural and more distant tocations
in Manitoba, terephone inLerviews Í¡Jere conducted. l,fason et
aI. (I983) also states that mail surveys produce the most

honest answers, because participants in most cases wiIl
remain anonymous. This study therefore, used a combination

of personar and mail-out interviews, in order to attain the
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most honest answers and socially accepted viewpoints to this
very complex analysis.

For the personal interviews, each question !,ras

carefully worded and arranged, and asked in the same

sequence to minimize variation and bias. A pre-test of the

survey questions was conducted on colleagues and

participants, in order to determine the potential success of
the questionnaire. All participants chosen to participate
vrere contacted in person or by terephone, to determine their
willingness to participate, and to introduce the project and

set up an appropriate time for the interview.

The mail-out questionnaire was carefully worded and

arranged, with closed ansvrer questions, and provision for
final comments at the end of the questionnaire.
Participants were chosen using a simple random sampring

selection scheme without replacement, as described in Satin
( r9B3 ) . The questionnaire was anonymous, however

respondents were identified by code numbers so that a follow
up retter courd be sent out as a reminder to send in the

questionnai res .

3.3 Legislated PubIic Participation Initiatives:
objective #r assessed pubric participation activities

during the first year and a hatf of operation of the new

Environment Act in folrowing areas: the pubric registries,
public hearings, and MEC activities.
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The public registries r^¡ere assessed by means of an

anonymous one-page questionnaire designed and distributed to
each of the nine provincial registry locations. This

questionnaire was used to provide information on the public'
use of the provincial registries, which are not required to
be monitored on a regular basis under the current operating

system.

The public registries were also addressed as part of
the mail--out questionnaire, which was sent to 100 people who

had attended a CEC hearing in the past year and a ha1f.

These 100 people were chosen randomly through a computer

random numbers table, developed from a total of 287 possible

participants. These participants had all been in attendance

at a CEC hearing since the Environment Act v¡as passed in
March 1988. The rist of 287 participants was obtained from

the CEC office in Winnipeg. The questionnaire also asked

participants about their impressions of public hearings

(eleven in total excluding the Repap hearings), and their
overall view of the process.

The public registries $rere assessed during personal

interviews with the Board of Directors for the MEC. This

organization consisted of seventeen board members who were

contacted for interviews. The interviews with the MEC

Board also asked questions about the public hearing process,

and MEC's role in facititating the public participation
process.
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3.4 Non-Government fnterest Groups:

Objective #2 of the study \,ras to assess public
participation in environmental assessment and decision
making by non-legislated groups. A questionnaire was

designed to interview 20 non-government public interest
groups. These 20 were chosen from a list of environmentarry

concerned organizations obtained from the Manitoba
Environmentar councir office. of 30 possibirities in
total-, twenty groups which were best abre to contribute to
the resul-ts of this study \^/ere selectively chosen by the

researcher.

The chairs or presidents of each of these organizations
r¡rere contacted to determine their feelings about answering

the public participation questions. rf they designated

another member of their organization to be interviewed, the

same procedures were applicable.

The questionnaire r.ras designed in three phases. The

first phase assessed the views that non-government groups

had of themselves, with respect to their rore in pubric
participation in environmental- assessment and decision
making. secondry they were asked about their use of the

public registries and their overal-l perceptions about the

introduction of it. Thirdry they were asked to comment on

the pubric hearing process as a means for them to have

meaningfur participation into environmental matters which

concerned them.
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3.5 The Repap Phase f Public Hearings:

objective #3 of the study $ras to conduct a case study

on public participation at the cEc pubric hearings on the

Repap Phase r Pulp Mirr proposal. A questionnaire $ras

administered with public presenters at the hearings to
obtain their views of the hearing process, their input into
environmental- assessment and decision making initiatives,
and their awareness and use of the public registries.

Hearings were held in The pas and in winnipeg between

August 12 and september 14, l-989. public presenters were

interviewed in person at each of these sets of hearings. As

many pubric presenters as $7as possibre were interviewed.
The scope of Lhese interviews did not include the proponent,

the consultants for the proponent, or officials from the

Manitoba Environment Department.

3.6 Provincial Environment Acts:

objective #q compared pubric input processes under the

Manitoba Environment Act with the Environmental legisration
in the provinces of ontario, saskatchewan and Arberta.
These provinces were chosen because of their proximity to
Manitoba, and because time constraints on the project did
not allow comparison with every province.

The environmentar regisration was obtained for each of
the above provinces, and officials from the environmental

assessment branches were contacted for additional
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information on public participation initiatives. Each

person contacted was asked to forward any documents or

reports which were available regarding their provinces

public participation initiatives. Questions were asked for
comparison of public input or initiatives into the

following (fourteen) categories: public registries, notice

of proposals, input into proposals, guidelines for EIA,s,

public hearings, public accountability, regulations and/or

standards, enforcement, appeals, intervenor funding, grants

available and state of the environment reports.

3.7 The Canadian Environmental Protection Act:

Objective #S compared the approaches to public
participation under the Manitoba Environment Act with the

Federal Environmental Protection Act (CEPA), and the Federal

Envi ronmental Assessment and Review Process ( FEARO

Guidelines). Officials working under each of these federal
processes were contacted by telephone and asked to forward

any information that vras available on public participation
initiatives in environmental assessment and decision making

under their respective statutes. These officials were asked

the same fourteen questions as the provincial contacts, to

enable consistent comparisons to be made.

3.8 Summary:

Objective #6 summarized the activities which have
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involved pubric input under the Environment Act during the

eighteen month period from April t, rgBB to september 3r,
r989. The responses from personar and terephone interviews,
anonymous questionnai res, and mai t-out surveys $rere

evaruated and sunmarized. The results provide an informed

perspective on how the pubric feels about participating in
the environmentar assessment and decision making process

under the Manitoba Environment Act. strengths and

weaknesses were identified, and a rist of recommendations

prepared as a reference for future improvements to the
process.

The comparisons between public input processes at the

provinciar and federal- levels $¡ere documented in a table
format, according to the identified categories of
initiatives or participation. This tabre provides for
easier comparisons of similarities and differences.

The results of this survey have provided some

understanding of the revel of satisfaction that various
sectors of the public and interest groups have with the

pubric participation initiatives under the Environment Act.
rt also provides some comparison of approaches to public
participation with other environmentar legislation based on

the various categories mentioned above.
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CHAPTER TV - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study have been written as a

qualitative analysis of the information which was collected.
The following discussion is based on the views and opinions

of the study participants. Íùhat is discussed represents a

description of these views in the manner in which they $¡ere

presented. This does not necessarily mean that a1I
viewpoints can be interpreted as valuable and correct. They

are observations from which the concluding comments have

been formulated in the final chapter of this study.

These results have been divided into four main

categories, and further divided into seven sub-categories to
best portray the data and analysis which was conducted.

(Appendices rr through vr describe the questionnaires used

during the interview process for sub-categories one through

five):

Legislated areas:

1) A mail-out questionnaire to CEC hearing

participants.

2') An anonymous questionnaire left at a1l public
registry locations in the province.

3) Personal and/or telephone interviews with MEC

board rnembers.
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Non-legislated areas:

4) Personal and/or telephone interviews with
chairs or designated representatives of public
interest groups.

Case study:

5) Personal and/or telephone interviews with
public interveners at the Repap phase I
environmental hearings.

Table 1 describes the numbers of people

interviewed within each of the above

categories.

Other Legislation:

6) Comparisons between public participation
efforts under the Environment Acts of

Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatcheç.¡an and AIberta.
7) Comparisons between public participation

efforts under the Manitoba Environment Act, the

FEARO process (under the Federal Department of
Environment Act), and the Canadian

Environmental protection Act.

4.1 Mail-Out Questionnaire:

A totar of 100 questionnaires $/ere mailed to people who

had attended or participated in a cEc environmentar hearing

since the l'Íanitoba Environment Act was procraimed in March

1988. Participants were randomly selected (by computer
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TABLE I: Srrmmary of Responses and Interviews

NU¡,ÍBER OF
RESPONSESÃñD-
rNreRvrews

LEGISLATED AREAS:

1) A mail-out questionnaire to CEC hearing
participants. 43/tOO

2) An anonymous questionnaire left at aIIpublic registry locations in the province. t0

3) Personal and/or telephone interviews with
l.fEC Board members. 14

NON_LEGISLATED AREAS:

4) Personal- and/or telephone interviews with
chairs or designated representatives ofpublic interest groups.

CASE STUDY:

5) Personal- and/or telephone interviews withpublic interveners at the Repap phase I
environmental hearings.

20

3B

Total Sample Size L25
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tables), out of a total of 287 individuals. There were

individuals who had registered at one of more of ereven

public hearings which had been conducted by the cEc during

the time period of this study.

The mail-out questionnaires $Jere developed, pre-tested,
and mailed on Jury 24th, 1989 (see Appendix rr for details).
rndividuars had approximately one month in which to comprete

the questionnaire; returns $rere requested by August IB,

1989. A follow up letter was sent on August 14th to
individuars who had not returned their questionnaires,

reminding them to fill out the questionnaires and mair them

in.
A totar of 43 questionnaires were returned answered (or

partially answered), with one returned completely
unanswered. Four telephone carls were received from peopte

who did not feel that they could participate, and two

questionnaires remained unanswered upon request of the

researcher, to eliminate duplication of interviews. In
total a 432 response rate was reached for this portion of
the study.

The anarysis that follows has been based on the answers

given by the 43 respondents who filled out the
questionnaire. Arthough numbers have been used to
illustrate participants response to questions these are for
descriptive purposes only, and are not meant to quantify the

overall resul-ts. The questionnaire was divided into three
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parts to obtain information on 1) the public registries, z)

public hearingsr ârìd 3) personal information.

4.1. I PubIic Registries:

Twenty-seven of the 43 respondents $¡ere unaware of the

public registries. Two of these 27 commented they woul-d

like to know more about them. The remaining sixteen
respondents were a$rare of the registries. Thirteen of the

sixteen had expressed their concerns to the government

through writing retters, requesting more information or

requesting a hearing. seven of the sixteen people who had

expressed their concerns were aware of a response by

government as a result of their input. These responses

included a government decision to hold hearings, a written
report outlining concerns, or a statement of action.
Eight of the sixteen respondents knew which class of project
(as defined by the Manitoba Environment Act) they had been

interested in.
Eleven of sixteen had enough time to respond to

proposals and eight of sixteen fert that information was

easily accessible. Eight of sixteen aLso agreed that the

registries $rere effective in assisting people with their
involvement in environmentar issues, while five of sixteen
agreed that the registries provided sufficient background

information on projects.

Comments received more than once from registry users
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indicated that the public could

existence of the registries, and,

acceptance of projects were often

entered the registry system.

be more informed of the

that initial decisions on

made before the proposals

4.1.2 Publ-ic Hearings:

Twenty-eight of the 43 respondents had participated in
at least one hearing since the Environment Act hras passed.

Five of the 43 had participated in more than one hearing.
The remaining 10 respondents did not complete the question

on how many hearings they had attended.

Although multiple responses were given as to why people

attended hearings, the majority answered they did so for
individual interest and/or to give a presentation. The

second most commonry cited reasons vrere to obtain
information onry, and/or to represent an organization. rn

addition, the majority of participants became asrare of the

hearings Lhrough either personal contacts or by receiving a

letter of notif ication. This $¡as f olrowed by ne$rspaper

advertising and radio announcements (which occurred in towns

or cities other than Winnipeg).

Twenty-five of the 43 respondents indicated that
publicizing for the hearing $¡as appropriate and there h?as

adequate notice to prepare. Twenty-eight of 43 indicated the

hearing was arranged at an appropriate time for them.

Twenty-one respondents did not incur financial costs in
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preparation for the hearing(s) they attended. Twerve

respondents did incur financial costs including personal

business ross, telephone, wages, transportation and meals.

one person had requested financiar assistance from the
government but had not received anything. Ten of 43 people

did not respond to the above.

El-even of 43 agreed or strongly agreed that their (or

their organization's ) participation wourd increase at
hearings if financiat assistance vras available. Twenty-one

of 43 disagreed or strongly disagreed that their
participation at hearings would be greater if more time vras

allowed to prepare for a hearing. Thirty of 43 agreed or

strongry agreed that hearings are an appropriate vTay to
express concerns or objections. Twenty seven of 43

considered public hearings to be the most effective means

for assisting the pubric to participate in environmental

assessment and decision making. The next most effective
mechanisms $rere considered to be public meetings, workshops,

open houses and advisory committees.

General comments expressed more than once included:

- Hearings must be held before rnajor decisions are made(i.e. like the Hazardous Waste facility
sighting process), otherwise they aiejust a formatity;

- Advertising for hearings should be more clear and
noticeable to attract public attention;

Six to ten weeks notice is more appropriate to
prepare;

- People are afraid to speak at hearings unless they
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are smalI and informal;

Hearings could be better organized;

The effectiveness would be greater if there $¿as moneyavailable to hire a lawyer;

The hearing process is a fair one.

4.1.3 Personal Data:

Thirty-three of 43 respondents did not belong to an

environmental organization Six of 43 were members of
environmental organizations. Thirty-one of 43 respondents

v/ere mal-e, with the majority of the participants in the 31-

50 age range. Responses \¡rere f rom v{innipeg, The pas,

Petersfield, Brandon, portage l-a prairie, selkirk,
clandeboye, Beausejour, Rosser, shoar Lakes, Gradstone and

l¡li nnedosa . Nineteen of 43 respondents had obtained
university education. This was forlowed by high school
(ten), community correge (six), and other (ereven). six of
43 did not ans$rer.

Comments received more Lhan once included:

- The hearings are informative;

- People wilI only be motivated when personally
invol-ved;

- The government must show more of a commitment to
environmental protection.

4.2 Public Registry euestionnaire:
The librarians in charge of the nine public

for the province, were contacted in June of I9g9

regist r ies

to request
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their assistance in distributing a one page questionnaire to
registry users to be answered on an anonymous basis ( see

Appendix III). Each registry location $¡as forwarded a

number of these questionnaires which they retained for a

period of four months. Although each of the Iibrarians
agreed to have the questionnaire available, they could not

guarantee that everyone who used the registries would fill
them out. Each of the registries had originatly been set up

so that they could be used anonymously, making it somewhat

difficult to achieve a high success rate with this type of
monitoring approach.

A total of ten questionnaires were answered (four from

The Pas Iibr ã.t! r two f rom the Centennial- Library in
!{innipeg, and four from the main registry in the Environment

Department resource library in 9ùinnipeg. Six of the
respondents identified themselves as willing to be

interviewed. Of these six, two were interviewed. The

remaining four were either unabl-e to be reached t ot v¡ere

interviewed under another capacity for this research.

The file which received the most use was the Repap

Phase r Modification and Expansion proposal. The registries
were used to gain information for the following of reasons:

- To assist with a research project,

For research cooperation (between the University
of !¡tanitoba and Manitoba Hydro),

To determine how Iicensing could be affected by
public concerns,
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To determine
projects,

To determine

To determine
mi11.

the environmental impacts of development

employment opportunities of proposals,

the potential for recycling at the Repap

Notification that development proposals had been

received in the locar pubric registries was obtained
through personal contacts, and to a lesser extent by

discussion with government officiars and the rocal
ner^rspaper. Arr of the respondents f elt that the registry
information was easily accessible. Eight of the ten
respondents represented an organization or affiliation,
while only two were there for individual purposes.

The registry was considered to be effective in
providing the public with information about projects which

could have environmental impacts, and five of ten
respondents had expressed their concerns to the government

regarding a project. Nine of ten respondents said they

would use the registry again.

comments received more than once from those who filled
out the questionnaire or had further interviews were as

follows:

- The material in the registry was overwhelming and
difficult to understand;

- The registry must be advertised to a greater extent;

- A photocopying service should be available at al-I
locations t ot a cal_I in and mail out
service provided;
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Project proposals should be advertised on the
radio more;

The Centennial Library in Winnipeg should be a
central registry for all major projects.

4.3 MEC Board of Director Interviews:

There are seventeen members comprising the Board of

Directors for the Manitoba Environmental Council-. Fourteen

of the seventeen members were interviewed to determine how

I{EC sees its role in public participation, its view on the

pubJ-ic registries and the role of public hearings. The

remaining three members $Jere either unable to be reached t ot

were interviewed in another capacity of this study.

The following information is based on the format of the

questionnaire which was used to interview the MEC Board

members (see Appendix fV):

4.3.L General Information:

The majority of the Board members saw MEC as playing an

educational role which informs the public of environmental

issues through its pubtications and forums. It was felt
that MEC helps to channel public concerns to the Minister

and bring attention to environmental matters alI over the

province. MEC does not consider itself to be a public group

because of its advisory role to the Minister of Environment,

although many of its decisions are based upon public input.

MEC sees itsel-f as low cost expertise for the government,
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and an informed spokesperson on environmental- issues for the

general public. l,lEC's role can range f rom advisory to
advocate. l4Ec contributes to pubric participation through

its presence at CEC and other hearings, where it identifies
issues and presents informed and technical briefs.

Members believe that participation in environmental-

activities is increasing since the Manitoba Environment Act

was passed. MEC status under the Act herps Lhem to function
as a stronger entity. There is some concern that the

Minister could put excess pressure on MEc to investigate and

advise on issues which the Minister woul-d like advice oDr

thus reducing time for MEc to pursue its educational and

Council initiated activities. MEC is becoming more

proactive novr, although funding wiIl continue to determine

if participation by rural- members wiII increase. The

Environment Act is open to interpretationr so much of I'ÍEC's

action is dependent on the Minister's discretion. The

Environment Act has strengthened t¡tEC's input and requires

members to address more issues. MEC has more opportunity
for independence, and this is seen as a positive step.

l,lembers felt strongly that membership must originate
from the council itsetf (even though official appointments

are made by the Environment l.iinister), in order to keep the

l¡lEc apoliticar. Although the membership had been reduced

from 100 to about 60 under the Environment Act, members were

not as concerned with numbers as they were about members
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being active. One board member felt there should be at
least one representative from arl communities over 2000

people in the province, and that this arrangement should

include native people who are often discouraged by

environmental activists, who they see as trying to stop

their natural activities such as trapping.

MEC members felt that funds r¡¡ere improving towards the

lever they had been at in the past. The most important

activities which v¡ere seen to require funding were travel
costs for regionar member participation in meetings and

publications. There was some concern among members that MEC

courd not administer its own funds, however with MEc now

being brought into the estimates process and submitting an

official budget to the Treasury Board of the Government of
Manitoba things appeared more positive. A budget increase

was going to be submitted to include provision for hiring a

staff researcher.

The most common response to the question which asked

members to comment on l.fEc staff positions (which are

provided for by the Environment Department), vlas that a

research position \,ias needed for working on special issues.

volunteers cannot always find the time to do the research

that is necessary, yet the Environment Act provided

opportunities for this work to increase. A researcher,

whether hired on contract or in a fulr time position, would

be able to work on projects which the Minister or the
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Environment Department has requested, as well as MEc

position papers and pubrications. The greater the
administrative capabirity of MEc the more responsive it can

be to project demands.

suggestions v¡ere made with respect to how t4Ec could
best represent the public interest. These included:

- Having MEc function as an independenL group which
assesses environmental impact statements
put out by proponents and/or the
government;

Seeking a firmer guarantee of their ability
operate as an independent body under the
Environment Act;

Research capability which would help them to beless reactionary;

Expansion of their public education role to
a1low MEC to act as an intermediary
which informs the public of government
actions:'

to

Increased trips to rural Manitoba to show people an
MEC presence in their conmunities; and

Increasing their environmental networking among thepublic.

4.3.2. Public Registries:

Board members v¡ere aware of the public registries, and

had become aware of them through the MEC office. six of the

Board members had used the registry directry to get
information on projects. There was generar agreement among

Board members that the registries \^Jere effective in
assisting peopre with their involvement in environmental

issues, and they were a positive step toward opening up
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information to Lhe pubric. There \¡¡ere some concerns raised,

such as how current the information in the registries was,

the extent of public knowledge of the registry system, the

extent that people are motivated to use the registries, and

suggestions for a toll- free number for those out of town

people who do not have a registry nearby.

Concerns were expressed as to the provision of
sufficient background information on proposal_s, the
proponents ansvJers to environmental questions, and the

distribution of information to the registries. A

suggestion was made that the centenniar Library should be

another main public registry. MEC members $rere pleased when

they were invited to comment on the terms of reference for
an environmental impact assessment of a major project
(Repap). The accessibility of the registry information
was questioned.

General comments received more than once included:

- The main registry \.las awkward to get ât, and not
convenient for people who work;

MEC recommended that the main registry in the
Environment Department resource centre
remain open on weekends and evenings to
accommodate the public who cannot use it
during weekdays;

- There should be a column in the registry listing
to show if an environmental assessment
had been requested, if guidelines $¡ere
in preparation for the assessment, and
if the environmental assessment had been
received;

- An additional column could indicate if a CEC hearing
had been called on a particular project;
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Members vrere pleased that the MEC office regularly
sends out the monthly registry listings.
Additional comments included:

- Radio and public service announcements shourd be used
to advertise proposals;

- Ads for major projects should be advertised over
broader regions, not just the l_ocal-
areas; and

- Tor.¡n offices and/or post offices could post registry
listings;

4.3.3 Public Hearings:

Eight of the Board members interviewed had been

invol-ved in a public hearing since the Environment Act r.ras

proclaimed. MEc invorvement ranged from assisting with the
preparation of briefs for a hearing, to making presentations

on beharf of ¡jlEc, to obtaining inf ormation f or work

purposes' and being asked to be a Commissioner on a CEC

pane1. Those who had participated in hearings received

notice through the MEC office, through correspondence with
the CEC chair, and from the newspaper.

Board members in regions felt that quite often only two

weeks notice was given before a hearing was herd ( in some

regions), and that this should be increased to six weeks,

with a second notice as a reminder. Advertising $ras

considered appropriate, although it was possible for notices
to be missed due to their small size. Announcements shourd

be made on local radio stations to improve communication.

one member noted Èhere was no problem if you were watching
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for

not

the ads. Several Board members fett that 30 days was

adequate notice to prepare technical briefs, and that
early notice by letter from the CEC r,ras a good idea. They

also suggested tapping into free advertising or getting
proponents to do advertising themselves. rnadequate notice
restricts the number of peopre who will participate in the

hearings. severar respondents felt that evening hearings

would facilitate increased public turnout.

comments were made on the issue of financiar assistance

for pubric interest groups who wish to attend hearings.

These included:

- Those who are committed wil_I find $rays to get funds
needed;

- Government should spend more money on enforcement to
clean up what is already going on.

- tùhy use government money to fight government.

- A group of experts paid by the government could be
made availabl_e to assist members of thepublic in gathering information and
conducting analysis. This would be
better than handing out money and having
much duplication of input by interest
groups.

With reference to the above comment, Fox (l-979) refers to
public interest groups engaging in the services of a non-

profit Public rnterest Advocacy centre (prAc) (such as the

public Law firm existing in ottawa). This firm witl
represent, consultr provide information and legal assistance
if necessary to a broad range of interest groups. The prAc

prepareB independent research for the public and helps
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organize groups for serf representation at public hearings.

Fox ( 1979 ) also discusses formation of a Department of
Publ-ic Advocate (which operates in New Jersey), where

lawyers specializing in environmental issues determine if
they should initiate action, but must do so on the basis of
the broad perspective of the public interest.

If funds r^rere to be made available to interest
groups, a central agency such as the l¡fEC
should be responsible for distributing
the funds;

- The availability of funds for travel would be a good
idea; and

- Funding is a good idea if administered properly, and
shows that the public's participation is
being taken seriously.

MEc members fert that financiar assistance for public
interest groups would not infruence MEc decisions to attend
hearings. MEC has its own funds for operating, although

there is the question of compensation for attending
hearings, and in providing funds for research and the
preparation of briefs.

With respect to the time period between announcing a

hearing and the date it is held, tfEc members felt that six
instead of two weeks notice would al1ow an improvement in
the quality of presentations, but that more time $¡as not

always necessary to get a good brief. The frequency of
attendance would likely increase for lttEc members as welr.
some frexibility in preparation time before hearings was

required, depending on the magnitude of the project.
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Reasons other than fínancial which might discourage

!{ECrs participation in hearings were:

- The ineffectiveness of the process which occurs after
the decisions have been made;

Time factors;

Upsetting the political arena with controversial
views;

Lack of definite procedures to follow in the hearing
process which a1lows domination by some
individuals; and

- Time confl-icts with fuII time jobs.

General comments received more than once about the

hearing process included:

The formality of the process might discourage the
public;

There $¡as no way of knowing if your comments were
taken seriously;

f t $¡as a good $ray to get loca1 points of view and
exchange ideas;

It was a fair process which allowed everyone to be
heard' âlthough presenters should be
able to address any concern which they
feel is important;

- Hearings must remain informal, and if
are present they should be bound
rules and set procedures;

- The hearing process should be preceded
public meetings so the pubtic does
have to react to information at
hearings;

- The CEC should be given its authority
under the present Environment Act
government does not have to Iisten
the public because it does not have
listen to what the CEC recommends.

With respect to the question on other

lawyers
by

by forums or
not
the

back, because
the
to
to

methods for
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assisting pubric participation in environmental_ assessment

and decision making, Board members felt that the government

shourd make more of an effort to pubricize issues through

the media before a public hearing is hel-d. wi th
politicians seizing on the need for greater public
a\^Tareness, the establishment of workshops on certain issues

is a good idear âs long as a good facilitator is available.
Pubric meetings were not considered good because their
purpose was to inform, not promote two way communication.

Further comments on the MEC role in public
participation included :

MEC should make its briefs understandable athearings, not just technical, so that
the public wiIl accepL MEC positions;

rncreasing public participation is needed to coincide
with sustainabl-e development;

Proper action cannot be taken by the public until
funding is made available to them;

The public is frustrated and is starting to consider
legal action;

Governments should listen more to people and start
looking at whole projects, not just pieces;

Although the government has inertia in the
environmental area, it is still mainly
dealing with poltution and mitigation;
and,

l,fore technical- people are needed at hear ings who
understand the processes and will_ be
listened to.

4.4 Public fnterest Groups:

The folrowing information is based on the questions
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from Appendix v which were used to interview public interest
groups.

A total of 20 public interest group representatives

were interviewed either in person or by telephone. One

person from each organization v¡as interviewed, usually the

chair or president, or whomever was designated by the chair
as the appropriate person to interview. Seven out of ZO

interviews vJere conducted with members who were representing

organizations outside of winnipeg. The remaining thirteen
representatives $rere from organizations within Winnipeg.

The organizations $¡ere a mixture of environmental
groups, municipar organizations, agricurturaL organizations,
conservation and resource groups, environmental- education

organizationsr ând natural history groups. They are 1isted
as follows:

Brandon Natural History Society, Carberry
Inter-Mountain Naturalists Society, Dauphin
Sierra CIub, Brandon
Union of Manitoba Municipatities, GimIi
Westman Wilderness Club, Brandon
Marquis ProjecL, Brandon
Manitoba Institute of Agrologists, Dauphin
Manitoba Eco-Network, Winnipeg
tfanitoba Association of Urban lr{unicipalities, û{innipeg
Keystone Agricultural Producers, Winnipeg
Concerned Citizens of t¡tanitoba, lJinnipeg
Manitoba Parks and Recreation Association,
Manitoba Wildlife Federation, Winnipeg
Manitoba Forestry Association, Winnipeg

Winnipeg

Treaty for Aboriginal Rights and Research (TARR)
Winnipeg

Recycling Council of l¡lanitoba, Winnipeg
Fort Whyte Foundation, giinnipeg
Manitoba Environmentalists Inc., Winnipeg
Wildlife Society, Winnipeg
Manitoba Naturalists Society, l{innipeg
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Questions were designed to obtain input on how

organizations viewed: l) the role of non-government,

interest groups with respect to pubric participation,
public registry system, and 3) public hearings.

these

public

2) the

All of the organizations interviewed came under the
category of vorunteer, membership based groups, often
composed of both professionar and non-professionar members.

The most common rore identified by the groups vras that of
pubtic awareness and environmentar education. pubric
awareness and education was attempted through networking

with other environmental organizaLions, attending annual

conf erences, invol-vement with schoor programs,
demonstrations, pubrishing notices of events in newsletters
and writing articles for locat ne$¡spapers.

The next most common rore that groups identified was

that of lobbyists or activists which try to put pressure on

government and industry by representing the publics, views

on environmental issues. These organizations were occupied
wiLh preparing briefs to present at environmental hearings,
issuing press releases, promoting opportunities for their
ov¡n members to participate, initiating projects and

distributing information about issues and their
organization's viewpoint. They eTere arso interested in
lobbying for proper laws, policy deveropment, and some had

The Rqle of Non-Government public fnterest Groups:
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participated in the review oÊ the draft Manitoba Environment

Act.

In additionr group representatives saw their
organizations as having a watchdog function on important

environmentar issues, r,¡ere interested in promoting
recreation, and played a key role in representing Manitoba,s

native bands.

when asked how their organizations viewed the Manitoba

Environmentar council as representing the pubrics,
environmentar concerns, there was a mixture of responses.

The litEc $¡as seen as having certain advantages in its
advisory rol-e, but this was dependent on how the government

treated its reconmendations. MEC's independence to explore

environment issues on its ovrn was considered to be good.

others saw the advisory rore as having the potential to be

effective, but the organization itself was not well known.

Ten of the groups interviewed had members representing their
organization on the lr,fEc. The f act that ¡,tEc includes
representatives from environmental organizations was deemed

to give its recommendations more credibility. MEc $ras

considered by some to be a good resource of people and

expertise in environmental areas.

There were concerns that because the MEc is appointed

and financed by government it avoids controversy. some

respondents felt it should have more autonomy, and that ¡,fEC

should be more vocal when the Environment l.iinister rejects
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their recommendations. MEC was arso seen as an extension of
government, and some regions, particularly the North, were

under-represented. There was some concern that l,fEC' s

advisory capacity vTas too narrow for certain issues (where

they e¡ere restricted from lobbying), and that it could not

be an all purpose representative body because it cannot

adequately respond to the views of all regions of t¿tanitoba.

With respect to the issue of value attached to the

input of public interest groups by government, there was

general agreement that their advice was sought and welcomed,

but there were doubts as to its real impact on government

decision making. Groups generally felt good when their
resolutions or concerns $¡ere followed up by meetings with

the l¡tinister or government representatives. Generally the

organizations $¡ere interested in more meetings with
ministers, but felt that this opportunity was a function of
how receptive individual ministers $¡ere to the input of
outside groups.

The size of their respective organizations was

considered to influence the power they had. The larger the

membership, the stronger voice they had, and the more likely
their concerns $¡ere heededr particularly if their concerns

represented a broad regional base. It is often dífficult
for volunteer groups to have a strong voice on a number of
issues, because as volunteers they cannot spend a great deal

of time on any one issue.
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There vras also a feeling that although government r^¡as

often responsive, its actions were very slow. This meant

that an organization has to be persistent and lobby if it is
going to make itself heard. Some examples of the government

recognizing an organization's input include:

- The creation of the Recycling Action Committee;

Meetings with the Sustainable Development
Coordinating Unit;

Government response to a request for having a
Brandon representative on the Manitoba
Round Table;

- Progress in the establishment of a position for a
coordinator to oversee environmental
education in school curriculums; and

The possible establishment of a conservation
directory for the province with input
from the agricultural organizations.

On the negative side, there was a general feeling that
although groups were listened to, they had to be very

patient before seeing any actions on their requests. There

were concerns expressed that government and industry still
saw environmenL groups as interfering in their activities.

Some respondents felt that the Environment Act was

meant to serve a symbolic purpose of indicating government

concern for environmental matters and encouraging public
participation. Respondents noted that the Act left final
decisions up to the government. In order to reduce some of

these concerns the public participation features of the

Environment Act could be emphasized so the public will
recognize more clearly at whaÈ stage it can have input into
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environmental assessment and decision making and how this
input will be utilized.

4.4.2 PubIic Registries:

Eight of the 20 public interest groups interviewed were

aware of the existence of the public registries. At the

time of the study, only four of the eight groups had used

the registries to obtain information on three projects:
Repap, the Grand Beach hotel proposal, and the highway #B

development to Hecla fsland. The fourth user obtained basic

information from the registry and referred the public to it.
For certain proposals, such as the Grand Beach

proposal' the public was involved with meetings from the

beginning, âlthough there e¡ere concerns that not aI1

proposals involved the public at an early enough stage.

Concerns $Jere also expressed that environmental assessment

studies should be done by independent groups, not the

proponent, and that a third party should be asked to assess

the proposals for major industrial developments such as

Repap. In some cases, such as the development of standards

for roads in provincial parks, the public could be involved

at a much earlier stage.

Information from the registries e¡as considered to be

accessible, but one of the four users stated they would have

preferred to be able to take the information on loan.

Comments regarding the overall effectiveness of the public
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registries included:

- The idea of setting up the registries in
libraries where individuals could
consult them anonymously was received
favorably;

- Two or three copies of proposals should be available
for loan from the libraries.

- The registries may help the public to become more
proactive;

In principle, information through the registries is
more accessible and easier to get for
the preparation of briefs;

If certain key things were omitted by the government,
this would limit the usefulness of the
information;

- The registry proposals could be biased in favour of
the proponent; and,

- Does the government acknowledge written responses to
registry proposals?

Non-government public interest group members $¡ere not

using the registries to a large extent during the time of
this study. However, over time, with networking, and some

additionar advertising the awareness and use of the
registries will increase.

4.4.3 PubIic Hearings:

Sixteen of the 20 public interest groups had been

invorved with an environmental hearing, although these were

not arl cEc hearings. some had attended Hazardous vlaste

Hearings, the Repap hearings, golf course estabtishment
hearings in Springfield, the Douglas Marsh hearings, the

land and water strategy hearingsr p€ât and stubble burning
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hearings, and the Rafferty-Alameda hearings put on by

Environment Canada.

Participants v¿ere questioned on the length of time in
which their organizations had to prepare for hearings.

Eighteen of the respondents could not ansv¡er the question

because they had not been directly involved with preparation

of a brief. Two respondents indicated that greater
preparation time would contribute to more thoroughly
researched documents. Others felt there should be some

flexibility involved with hearings since presentations could

be affected by unforeseen circumsLances.

Thirteen of 20 interviewed did not know if their
organization had ever requested financial assistance to
prepare for a public hearing. Six of 20 representatives

knew their organization had not requested funds, while one

had applied but not received funds.

Group representatives vrere asked to comment on the

issue of financial assistance for public interest groups who

wish to attend hearings. Comments which were made more than

once were as follows:

- We need to hire someone to interpret documents for
the public because the material is too
advanced t oÍ there is no time to go
through it;

Groups shouldn't depend on
government in order to
government;

Certain groups should not appty
if they can get by with
financing;

funding from the
f ight the

for or accept funds
their own
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- Funds should be given to groups who do not have the
same advantages as industry, this should
be part of the rules of hearings;

- Public groups who must appear at hearings without
funding create an imbalance in the
process with highly paid experts on the
proponents side and the emotional and
concerned public on the other;

- Groups could use funds for travel_, accommodation and
meals;

Funding for groups could be subject to a lot of
abuse;

Funding should be available to get fair
representation from environment groups;

With reference to the question on factors other than

financial, which might discourage an organízation,s
participation, the following conments were given:

- A perception that the CEC panel lacked impartiality,
(i.e. at the Repap hearings there were
concerns that the CEC had expressed its
support for the project and the
thoroughness of the EIA);

Volunteer non-government organizations can only
become involved in so many issues due to
time restrictionsi and,

- The public will put its time and effort into hearings
and issues so long as it is perceived to
be having an effect.

Eight of 20 groups felt that the hearing process was

good, favorable and/or an essential component of decision

making. T\^ro of the 20 groups described the process as

better than nothing, but tended to be biased towards the

proponent. Eight could not speak from personal involvement,

while two others f,elt that there had to be more to public
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participation than attending hearings, i.e. citizens need to

be involved in the whole process of decision making.

Hearings also encountered the problem of apathy, where only

people who were directly affected by the development were

likely to get involved.

Hearings were considered to be helpful in bringing

issues out into the open, however the presence of lawyers

vras intimidating. Ministerial discretion on decisions was

considered undesirable by those who had participated in a

hear ing .

Suggested changes included:

- Removing lawyers from the process;

- Ensuring the appearance of the CEC at public hearings
is seen as impartial;

- Defining the procedures for hearings so that the
public presenter v¡ouId not be
discouraged with the process.

Hearings were considered to be a good idea for
specific projects, but for general policy devetopment and

department direction, the use of informal small group

meetings r^ras suggested, (e.9. have the government invite
environmental groups to a luncheon to discuss their views

and ideas). Putting greater emphasis on environmental

education in schools was considered to be valuable and had

the potential to increase public participation in the future
when children grow up informed about environmental issues.

The present demand for public participation was

recognÍzed by reepondents to be high. Governments need to
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become more responsive, accessible and accountable to
people. A suggestion was made that the public and

government should work more towards becoming partners when

making development decisionsr âs a vray to avoid the

conflicts which presently tend to dominate public hearings.

Final comments from the public interest group
representatives addressed the following concerns:

- Does the government want to convince people that the
decisions made are correct, or does
government want to involve the public in
whole processes, including initial
decision making?

- Environmental educationr pârticulary in scientific
and sociological aspects, is very
important, and hearings themselves have
an educational benefit.

Since the current hearing process is set up to
present scientific facts, funding is
required by public interest groups so
they can prepare to participate within
the existing framework. (The proponent
should be contributing to public
financirg, but an independent source
should distribute the funds.

4.5 The Repap Hearings:

The following information is based on the interviews

conducted using the Repap questionnaire (Appendix VI).
(Appendix VIf lists all of the organizations or individuals
who were interviewed).

PubIic presenters who appeared at the Repap phase I
environmental hearings srere interviewed either in person or

by telephone. The interviews were designed to identify which
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groups or individuals made presentations at the hearings,

their opinions on the public registries, and what they

thought about the public hearing process in general.

A total of 38 people vrere interviewed. Seventeen

interviews were conducted in The Pas during the Repap

hearings which were held August 20-23, 1989. T$¡enty-one

intervie$¡s lvere conducted at the Repap hearings in Winnipeg,

held August 28- Septembe Í 4, 1989. A total of 42

presentations vrere given by the public at the Repap

hearings. Four of the 42 presenters were not interviewed

because they could either not be reached or a suitable time

for an interview could not be arranged.

These hearings were considered to be very important by

those who were interviewed because of the large magnitude of
the proposal with respect to the harvesting of t¡tanitoba's

trees and the potentiar environmentar implications of the

proposed mill.
Although it is unusual for a CEC hearing to have lega1

representation, this particular hearing had a number of
lawyers representing the proponent, the CEC, and one of the

public interest groups. Although this $¡as considered to be

different from the normal hearing process, it is possible

that ere may see more of this type of hearing in the future
when large scale developments are proposed. The use of
lawyers $ras not well received by a majority of the

respondents contacted in this study.
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Thirty of the 38 presenters interviewed at the hearings

were representatives of organizations (thirteen in The Pasr

and seventeen in Winnipeg). The remaining eight presenters

r^¡ere there to represent themselves and thei r concerns or

views regarding the Repap proposal.

4.5.1 The PubIic Registries:

With respect to the question on use of. the registries,
ten out of 38 people had used the public registries to get

information on the Repap proposal. Three of 38 people knew

of the registry but did not use it and 25 people were

unaware of the registries. Of the ten people who did use

the registries, three people used the registry in The Pas,

and seven used one of the registries in l'linnipeg.

For those people who did not use the registries,
information vras obtained directly from Repap officials,
information meetings, Repap presentations, the 1ocal

newspaper and the local government in The Pas. fn Winnipeg

material was obtained through organization affiliates,
meetings with Repap, llclaren Plansearch (project consultants

for Repap who wrote the EIA) directlyr prêvious research,

and through requests for related material from other

locations.

The ten registry users responded to the question of

sufficient information in the registries with mixed answers.

Four people stated the information was suff,icient because
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it provided information which they could not get elsewhere.

The remaining six users gave the foll-owing observations:

The registries are overl-oaded with technical
information which is impossible to
understand;

- fhe information in the EfA was designed purposely to
overwhelm or scare people;

- The information in the northern registries was not up
to date;

- The agreement between Repap and the Province shoul-d
have been in the registry;

Information from the proponent was not available in
aIl- the northern locations of the
registries;

- Registries are good if people are fuIly informed and
we1I educated;

- The Centennial Library in fùinnipeg should receive all
material for important, large proposals;
and

- The information in the registries needs to be in
words that the public will understand.

4.5.2 The Public Hearings:

The general consensus among presenters at the hearing

was that the government should be requesting input from the

public at an earlier stage in the licensing process.

Comments received more than once included:

- The public should have input into the class of major
developments;

- The public should have been involved prior to the
Repap agreement;

- Government still accepts industry slandards, not the
public input;
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- A formal component is necessary to establish the
scope of environmental assessments;

Consulting the public on the proposed phases for the
Repap hear ings would have reduced
animosity at the current hearing;

The current hearing is taking place under too narrow
a scoper €ärIier public participation
would give people a chance to look at
the total implications of the proposal-;

Publ-ic input is too late in the process because the
decision has already been made, this is
just a formality;

The majority of people interviewed (fourteen of 21 in

Winnipeg, eleven of seventeen in The Pas) said their
decision to attend the hearings $ras not influenced by the

McLaren Plansearch or Repap public consul-tation sessions

held prior to the hearings. Open houses, although useful for
communities to get together, were not seen as offering a

chance to give and take public viewpoints. McLaren

consultations were seen in some instances to be a part of

the Repap selling job. Three people \^rere influenced by the

public open houses, and were pleased to have been able to

speak to Repap officials, and their researchers, who helped

to clarify the extent to which environmental impacts were

being assessed.

Twenty-seven out of 3B presenters had taken the

opportunity to express their concerns about the project to

either government or Repap (fourteen in Winnipeg and

thirteen in The Pas). The most common forms of action taken

9¡ere:
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- Letters sent to the Environment Department requesting
further information;

- Meetings with the Environment Director and Repap
officials;

- Advised Repap to get a public commitment to theproject and establish a good reputation
before the process continued;

- wrote letters stating it was a horlow exercise to
have the forest policy after making a
decision on the milt; and

- Phone ca1ls to government to get technical data.

Responses to the above were received in most cases,

although four people referred to their concerns being
ignored or polite letters being sent which did not address

concerns. Repap's efforts in Laking people to their
wisconsin plant lrrere received f avorabry by those who went.

Responses to the question regarding the financiar costs
of participation in the Repap hearings r¡rere armost evenly

divided. Fifteen presenters had financiar costs, fourteen
did not, but considered time to be major cost. Nine people

did not answer this question. costs which had been incurred
included the following:

- Travel and accommodation costs;

- Administrative costs (e.g. postage, courier, stafftime, long distance calls, fax, legal
assistance, duplicating costs, ãnd
purchasing environmental information.

seven out of 38 people applied for funding from either
the Environment Department (six) or the Department of rndian
Affairs (one), to prepare for the Repap hearings (five in
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winnipeg, one in Thompson, and one in The pas). Twenty-two

did not apply, nine did not anslrrer.

seventeen of the presenters in winnipeg felt that
financial assistance should be available. Most irnportantry
they requested funding to hire primary researchers to
independentty assess the environmental impact statements for
the proponent. Secondly, they felt that the government, by

providing financiar assistance to people who volunteer their
time would establish better credibility with the pubric.
There was some question as to whether or not the proponent

should pay the funding or if funding should be through the
government with a proponent levy.

Hiring researchers was considered a priority so that
arguments could be properry presented in briefs and so that
usefur information is presented. Funding was considered
necessary to hire legal counsel and to hire outside experts
such as university professors for their advice to the
public. rt was suggested that a poricy be deveroped to
second experts and pay them for their advice. The impact of
the pubric was considered to be greater if the right
questions lvere asked at a hearing, and this would only be

accomplished by hiring researchers who r^rere prepared with
technical knowledge when deveroping their presentations.
one of the native organizations indicated they would be

requesting Repap to post a bond for compensation shourd

damages to the fishery or physical hearth occur as a result
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of Repap's operations.

References were made to the fact that a policy should

be developed on financial assistance that was similar to the

Intervenor Funding Project Act of Ontario. Funding would

be dependenL on the scope or magnitude of the projects.

The most conmon theme among those interviewed was that
funding is required to hire researchers to put the public

organizations on the same technical leveÌ as the proponent

(Repap). Those who attended the hearings saw an unbalanced

situation in which the proponent had the funds to hire
lawyers and researchers, and the time to contribute to the

hearing process. The public, on the other hand, although

invited to attend, was Ieft scrambling to keep up with

complex, scientific presentations to which it did not feel
adequateJ-y prepared to address.

rn The Pas, six of the presenters felt that financial
assistance should be available to hire consultants for
expertise at hearings, to present facts and not just

emotional- statements; and to assist organizations who wish

to make contributions but are limited by finances and time.

The Pas presenters also felt that government, instead

of having financial assistance available to groups, could

hire consultants which would be available for interest
groups to contacL for scientific information, assessments,

etc. This would eliminate the prospect that all of the

groups who required funding would hire their o$rn consul-tants
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to do the same review. This suggestion is consistent with

the suggestion from the Winnipeg hearings that a policy be

developed to second or hire experts who would be available

for the public aroups to contact.

Five presenters did not feel that funding was necessary

for the public, (one in Vùinnipeg, four in The Pas). These

people stated that:

- Costs remain within the organizations;

- Costs shoul-d be absorbed by the participant

- Organizations could raise their own funds to attend
hear ings;

- There would be a problem with every group requiring
funding and funds would be abused;

Funding should only be available if a group was
representing a large consensus, because
the distribution of funds would
otherwise, be very difficult.

It was generally agreed by participants that the amount

of advertising depends on the project, and that for Repap

specifically, Iarger scale advertising could have been done.

(i.e. the significance of the hearings to all of Manitobans

could have been portrayed more in the newspaper, to grasp

the public's attention). Organizations were helpful in
sending out information about the hearings. Comments

received more than once about the CEC advertisements

included:

The ads were small and easily missed;

l¿lore advertising coul-d have been done on the radio
( radio ads were only done in rural
Manitoba), and through public service
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announcements.

- Groups appreciated being contacted by the CEC about
the hearings.

fn The Pas, announcements about the hearings \.¡ere made on

the local radio station. People generally felt the hearings

were well- advertised in the l-oca1 newspaper and the

townspeople got together and made posters to display in

store windows.

In response to the question on time available to
prepare for the hearings, fourteen of 3B people commented

that there \,/as adequate time f or them to prepare ( f ive in
Winnipeg, and nine in The Pas). Two of these fourteen people

were concerned that if you wanted to make a technical
presentation, the time requirements for review and

preparation would have to change.

Twelve of 38 participants felt that there was not

enough time available to prepare for the hearings (ten in
Winnipeg, and two in The Pas). Comments received more than

once 9rere:

- Two to four months would have been a more reasonable
time to research a project of such a
large magnitude;

- Hearings should have been scheduled for the fall when
people were not on holidays; and

If the CEC is going to make the schedule tight for
holding public hearings, funding should
be available to hire people who can do
the preparations in time for the
hear ing .

Thirteen of, 38 groups or individuals stated they would
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appeal the Minister's decision if it did not satisfy their
concerns (ten in Winnipeg, three in The Pas). Six of 38

participants stated they would not appeal t ot would take

other action (such as consult their organizations after some

time had eJ-apsed ) . The remaining nineteen of 38

participants did not know if they ¡ ot their organization

would appeal (fourteen), or did not answer (five).
Five of 38 participants said they would (or might) take

legal action against the government if necessary as a result

of the Minister's decision (two in Winnipeg, three in The

Pas). Six of 38 stated they would not take legal action,

eleven v¡ere unknown and sixteen either did not ans$rer or

said the question was not appticable.

In an overall evaluation of the process, the public

hearing for Repap vTas considered to be a good one. Comments

received more than once included:

The public has a responsibility to become involved
and hearings provide the opportunity to
do so;.

Tining of the hear ings was
important;

Hearings were considered good because there $las a
public record of people's views although
a more structured process was
recommended;

A more structured process was reconmended;

The presence of lawyers $¡as discouraging;

The process would be Iess adversarial if the
environmental impact assessments $/ere
not done by the proponent;

considered to be
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- An panel- of experts should be availabl_e to identify
important questions and interpret
mater ial ;

The presenters want to be able to comment at the
proponent's IeveI.

There vrere questions as to the abirity of the cEC panel

to absorb the vast amount of materiar that hras being
presented, and there vJas al-so concern thaL f or such a

technical hearing, there rdas onry one scientist sitting on

the cEc pane1. concern v¿as arso raised as to how arms

length the cEC decision was going to be from government, and

that at times they appeared to be taking the position of the

proponent.

one participant suggested that more time and finances

should be spent on resource development pranningr so that
the public won't be reacting to decisions as much. rt was

felt Lhat the public is being asked to assess environmental-

impacts from too narrow as scope, (i.e. not in terms of the
whole picture). rt was suggested the process courd be run

similar to the public utirities board which has a structured
process ' establ-ished rul-es, daily transcripts, and exhibits
for the pubric. The open appearance of the hearings to hear

al-r of the pubrics' concerns vras considered encouraging.

rn The pas, participants felt the hearings v¡ere good

for rocal input. participants disriked the presence of
lawyers and thought the questioning got out of hand at
times. Hearings were considered necessary for a project of
thls magnltude¡ wêtê good for sharlng lnformaÈion and
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providing support for others. Doubt was expressed as to the

independence of the cEc decision from the government's

inf l-uence.

One participant observed that the hearings were split
between the those who presented their values in terms of a

broad perspective on the environment and those who got
involved with presenting scientific detail. (This
observation was previously referred to by Desario and

Langton r9B4). Therefore at hearings two types of pubric
r^¡ere represented, those presenting values and emotions and

researchers presenting facts. The ability of the cEc to
call- on experts was considered important as welI. There

was also concern expressed that for the amount of time and

funds that are spent on hearings, the Minister should not be

able to overrule the CEC recommendations.

The meaning of public input was questioned because

presenters felt that Repap and their consul_tants had months

to gather and interpret data, while the public got only a

short time to look at the information and prepare for
hearings. rssuing licenses in stages was considered to be a
flaw in the Environment Act when one stage courd
significantly affect the next. There was arso skepticism
that the Environment Act promises pubric participation but

in reality does not allow the public to participate on equar

terms with the proponents, especialry when deveropments have

been committed to prior to the hearings.
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In The Pas, native people were pleased to be asked for
their opinion at the hearings. The rigidity of the process

was considered a discouraging factor for public
participation (i.e. you were either on one side or the

other, with no middle ground between participants and

proponents). There $;as a general feeling among The pas

participants that Repap lvas direct in identifying
environmental problems and would do a better job of
operating than the previous owners (Manfor).

The main point here, is that the interested pubJ_ic

wants to be consulted as early as possible in the planning

stages of the licensing process under the Environment Act.
This way proponents witl gain public support because people

will- feer they have been involved and their concerns have

been listened to. It is the timing of the process that is
therefore significant.

4.6 Comparison Between Provincial Environment Acts:

Compar isons l¡/ere made between public participation
initiatives under the Manitoba Environment Act, and the

Environment Acts of Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Alberta.
Table 2 describes fourteen categories of public
participation features and rists whether or not these

initiatives were found in each province. These comparisons

deal- strictly with the processes invol-ving environmental-

assessment and project approval or licensing among these
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TABLE 2. Public Participation - Comparison Between Acts

*** l,fan. Ont. Sask. Al-ta. CEPA FEARO

Registry of proposal

Notice of application

Input into proposals

Guidelines for EIA

fnput into EIA report

Hear ings/Revi ews

Regulat ions/Standards

Environmental Council

Enforcement Procedures

Intervener Funding

Grants Available

Appeals/Objections

Minister Accountabl-e
to PubIic

State of Environment
Report

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes yes

yes yes

yes yes

yes no

no no

no yes

poss- yes
ible
yes no

yes yes

yes no

no

poss-
ible
no

yes

yes

no

no

pro-
posed

pro-
posed

no

yes

yes

pro-
posed

yes

pro-
posed

* ?ryeS

yes

pro-
posed

no

pro-
posed

no

no

no pro-
posed

no no

no yes

n/a yes

n/a yes

yes yes

yes yes

n/a n/a

yes no

no pro-
posed

yes no

yes no

yes pro-
posed

op- Annual
tionalRep.

no

yes

no

yes

no

ßr energy projects only*'t* Manitoba Environment Act
ontario Environmentar Assessment Act; rntervener Funding
Saskatchewan Environmental Assessment Act
Alberta Department of Environment Act; Energy Resources
Conservation Act
Canadian Environmental Protection Act
Department of Environment Act (FEARO Guidelines)
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provfnces.

Time restrictions did not permit comparisons between

Environment Acts in arr ten canadian provinces, therefore
the provinces for comparison were chosen based on their
proximity to Manitoba.

4.6.L Ontario:

comparisons were made with the Manitoba Environment Act

(l9BB), using the following province of Ontario documents:

Environmentar Assessment Act, (1980); rntervenor Funding

Act, (19BB); A citizen's Guide to Environmental Assessment

(I987); and Policy on Public Consul-tation for Environmental

Protection (1988).

with respect to the pubric participation initiatives
outlined in Table 2z ontario did not have a system of
pubric registries to provide information to the public, on

projects which $¡ere subject to approvar under the
Environmentar Assessment Act. Notification of proposars to
the pubric was not required, nor was there pubric input into
the proposars or the guidelines for the environmentar impact

assessment. rnstead the proponent is requested to advise

the interested and affected pubric(s) of the nature of the

proposed project, and indicate where and how they may

participate in the pre-submission process for the formal-

environmentar assessment document. At this point the pubì-ic

will be abre to have input into the environmentat impact
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assessment document. once submitted, the ontario Ministry
of Environment reviews the environmentar assessment and

invites the pubric to make submissions and/or request a

hearing. The public hearingsr âs in Manitoba, are hel_d at
the l,linisters discretion. If the Ontario Minister of
Environment decides a hearing is required, the Environmental-

Assessment Board will be requested to hord the hearing, and

the pubric wilr have an opportunity for input at that time.
The ontario policy of public consultation on

Envi ronmental Protection ( IgBB ) , says that public
consultation may arso take prace when the ministry deverops

regurations on enforcement and when it estabrishes
environmental standards and guiderines for contaminants.

An ontario Environmentar council is not presently in
existence, âlthough the Minister has the power to appoint
committees to perform advisory functions as the MinisLer

considers necessary.

The ontario Environment l"tinistry does not consult the
pubr ic on i ts enforcement por icies, however there is
provision to consurt or notify the public regarding a

particular situation which is in need of abatement due to a

contravention of a regulation. The pubric may be asked for
its input on the development of an abatement program.

rntervenor funding, to be paid in advance of hearings,

can be granted to individuars or organizations under the

rntervenor Funding project Act (a three year pirot funding
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project which applies to the Environmental Assessment Board,

the Ontario Energy Board, and the Joint Board). A funding

panel will- be comprised of one person appointed by the chair
of the Environmental Assessment Board (or two people if it
is a Joint Board), and will determine which applications for
funding wil-t be awarded. The intervenor must provide cl-ear

reasons why they should be represented at the hearings, that
they do not have sufficient resources, that efforts have

been made to raise funds, that an estabrished record of
concern is evident and that the intervenor has a crear
proposal for use and distribution of the funds. The

proponent is notified by the panel of its decision to make

the proponent the source of the intervenor funding. The
Environment Minister also has the power to make grants or

roans availabre for research or training with respect to
envi ronmental assessments .

once a decision has been made by the Environmental

Assessment Board or the Environment Minister after a

hearing has been he1d, the public cannot appeal that
decision. should the Minister decide to arter the decision
made by the Board, every person who would receive a copy of
the finar decision wourd also receive written notice of the

variations.

There is no provision under the above mentioned

documents to have a state of the Environment Report issued

to the public.
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4.6.2 Saskatchewan:

Comparisons were made between the Manitoba Environment

Act (r9BB), the saskatchewan Environmental- Assessment Act

(198r); and the saskatchewan Environmental Assessment and

Review Process (1988). As indicated in Tabre z, there is
no pubric registry system or publ-ic notification of project
applications required under the above documents for
Saskatche$¡an.

under the saskatchewan Environmentar Assessment

Act, Ministerial- approvar is required before a proponent can

proceed with a proposed development. The saskatchewan

Department of Environment and pubric safety (through an

inter-departmental- committee), determines the nature and

scope of environmental assessments once it has determined

that an envi ronmentar impact assessment is necessary.

saskatchewan Environment may ask the proponent to undertake

a pubric information meeting prior to the Environment
Department determining if approvar under the Environmental_

Assessment Act is required. rf this is requested the public
wiIl have input into project proposals, although not into
the guiderines for an envi ronmental assessment. The

Department of Environment prepares the project specific
impacL assessment guidelines and notifies the pubric that an

EIA will- be required.

The proponent is encouraged to undertake public
invol-vement to identify issues which residents feel_ shoul_d
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be addressed in the environmentaJ- impact assessment. The

public participation program undertaken by the proponent

should be documented in the assessment report. The

proponent then conducts the environmental impact assessment,

and the Department of Environment coordinates an inter-
departmental review of the report. The public is given

notice when the review is completed, and can have input into
the envi ronmental assessment report, as weIl as the

governmental review. The Environment Minister gives notice

of the locations where these reports can be obtained,

usually in public, university and government tibraries. The

public must give written comments to the Minister within 30

days.

If the Environment l,finister decides to appoint a Board

of Inquiry into the development, this Board will solicit
public comment on the environmental issues through public
hearings. The l.linister of Environment may also request that
a series of public meetings be held prior to making a

decision on appointing a Board of Inquiry. The Minister may

award grants for research or brief preparation, but it is no

longer under the authority of the Environmental Assessment

Act. Intervenor funding is not available to interest
groups, nor is there legislation for this. Saskatchewan
does not have public input into development of environmental

regulations or standards, does not have an Environmental

Council, and does not have public participation into
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environmental enforcement.

Official documents do not indicate the public can

appeal or object to a Ministerial decision regarding

approval of a pro ject. The l¡linister is however required to
give written notice of the decision to the proponent, any

person who made written submission in the review process¡ or

anyone else who might be considered an interested party.
A State of the Environment report is not designated

under the above regisration or environmentar assessment

process document.

4.6.3 Alberta:

A comparison $ras made between the Manitoba Environment

Act (1988), the Al-berta Department of the Environment Act

( 1980 ) ; the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Act

(1980); and the report, "An Action Plan for Environmental

Law Enforcement in Alberta" (1989). The analysis of public
participation initiatives under the above Alberta
environment acts/report was considerably more difficult than

with either Ontario or Saskatche$7an. The public
participation process is not as well developed or documented

in Alberta.

Presently the licensing system for project proposals is
closed to the public, and license conditions are determined

by negotiations between government and the proponent. There

are no public registries to provide proposat information,
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there is no public notice upon receipt of an apprication for
a l-icense, and there is no opportunity for the public to
have input into the decision to issue a ricense, or the

conditions for that license. Envi ronmental impact
assessments do not come under regisration in Arberta,
arthough an environmentar assessment must be done by the
proponent before the details of a ricensing permit are

issued. The public does not have input into the scope of
the guiderines for an environmental impact assessment. This

is done by the government. proponents must inform the pubtic
that they will be conducting an ErA and the opportunities
the pubric wilr have to parLicipate. There can be some

pubric participation invorving open houses, however it is
mostry a consultation process. proponents are encouraged by

the Environment Department to let the pubric review the ErA

before submitting it to the government.

Energy projects constitute the largest projects in
Al-berta, and there are formal pubric hearings conducted for
energy projects (personal communication, Hicks, lggg). Non-

energy projects do not have a formar pubric participation
process. The Environment Minister has the pohrer to
estabrish an environmental review board for some projects.
rntervenor funding is avaitabre for projects under the
energy classification, and these costs will be charged

against the proponent. There are no intervenor funds for
non-energy projects at present (personal- communication,
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Hicks, 1989). There is provision for the l,finister to award

grants under certain conditions.

The review panel on environmental law enforcement has

proposed that there be public participation into the

development of setting standards and their reviewr âs there

is no existing public involvement. It also recommends that

all apptications for ne$, Iicenses be made publicly known

through newspaper notices, and provide for public response.

It also proposes that applications for Iicenses be availabl-e

for public review.

Alberta does have an

often consulted for its
policy. The Environmental

some major energy projects

government.

Environmental CounciI, which is
input on overall environmental

Council also holds hearings on

at the request of the provincial

The review panel on environmental- law enforcement has

recommended that the public have input into enforcement

procedures. At present the Minister is not accountable to

the public, although the review panel has recommended that
an appeal body be established with representatives from

government, industry and the public. The panel has also

recommended the issuing of an annual or biannual State of

the Environment report.

4.7 Comparison with the Federal Environmental Legislation:

Compar isons were made between the Canadian
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Environmental Protection Act (CEPA), the Federal
Environmental Assessment and Review Process (FEARO), and the

Manitoba Environment Act regarding public participation.

Table 2 indicates the comparison between the categories

Iisted.

4.7.I CEPA:

Under CEPA, there is no requirement for a public
registry system. Notice of applications, input into
proposals and guidelines for the environmental assessment

are not applicable for the public in this case. The

Minister however, does have the po$¡er to consul-t with any

person who may be interested or concerned about the

environmentr or the control or abatement of environmental

pollution. The Minister can also appoint advisory boards.

The public is invited to participate in, and make

reguests for , regulatory review boards, to make

recommendations, and to present objections before the board.

The public can also review assessment reports on substances

which are on the Priority Substances List. There is also

provision for any person to file notice of objection to a

proposed regulation, or decision, regarding the Priority
Toxic Substances list, and to request that a review take

place.

The public also has the right to participate in the

enforcement of the Act. Anyone who feels they have suffered
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or wiIl suffer l-oss or damages as a result of a violation
under CEPA has the right to take legal action in the courts,

or to seek a court injunction against such an action.

The appointnent of an environmental council is not

applicable, nor is the provision for intervener funding.

The Minister however, is responsible to report back to any

person who has made a request regarding a toxic substance,

or a request for an investigation into an offence. The

Minister may publish regular State of the Environment

reports.

4.7.2 FEARO:

FEARO administers the federal environmental assessment

and review process. It is the responsibility of the FEARO

office to form a panel consisting of a chairperson from

FEARO staff and other members from outside the federal
public service. Members must be unbiased with respect to
the proposal, free of political influence and have special

knowledge and experience relevant to the anticipated
technical, environmental and social effects of the proposat

(Walsh 19BB). The panel is responsible for soliciting early
public response to proposals which have been designated by

the government as having significant environmental impacts.

The public has input into the proposals, the guidelines for
environmental assessment and the review of the EIA. The

public is invited to participate at both public hearings for
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environmental assessment and on regulation development.

The panel performs an advisory function in its
recommendations to the l,linister of Environment. It also has

the power to appoint independent experts to report on issues

to which the panel requires further information.

There is no public input into enforcement processes,

nor are there appeals to FEARO recommendations to the

Minister. Public accountability takes place by having

documents on panel reviews available to the public, and

through publishing an annual report on the assessment

process. Intervenor funding, although available through

other project initiating departments, has been proposed to

become part of the FEARO process itself. A public register
of proposals including the rationale for decisions made by

the Envi ronment t'f inister has also been proposed ( FEARO

r988 ) .

4.7.3 Summarv of Comparisons:

The Manitoba Environment Act has provided initiatives
for the public to participate in aIl but three of the

fourteen categories discussed from Table 2z public input

into enforcement of the Act, intervenor funding and the

availability of grants (although possible). The Environment

Act is a recently proclaimed Act and therefore reflects a

more current approach to meeting public participation needs.
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Chapter V - CONCLUSION AND RECOI¡iIiENDATIONS

This chapter sunmarizes the views of the public as

obtained in this study. It should be recognized that those

contacted for the study v¡ere probably atypical of the public

at large because of their greater interest in environmental

matters. Also, the part of the survey dealing with the

Repap project involved a major and controversial
environmental decision. Responses could have been less

objective as a result of the sensitivity of the issue.

Public participation under the Manitoba Environment Act

and under the scope of this study, is restricted to
participation in the environmental assessment and licensing
process. The results of this study have shown that during

the eighteen month period since the Environment Act r4ras

proclaimed (ApriI 1, 19BB to September 30, 1989), the public

has been involved with having input into a number of
projects which have required environmental licenses.
Individuals and organizations have used the mechanisms

available to them to gain information on development

proposals through the public registries and to make their
concerns known through the public hearing process.

There is no specific definition under the Environment

Act, or in generalr âs to what constitutes effective public
participation. The Iiterature review presented a number of

confl-icting models for public participation, but was not
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able to define participation in a context to which the

mechanisms under the Environment Act could be compared.

Because public participation is an evolving process, it was

necessary for this study to identify the key features which

the ne\¡l Iegislation provides for pubtic input into the

environmental assessment process. These features included

public registries and public hearings for licensing
approvals, and communication with members of the MEC and

non-government interest groups for their views and concerns

on environmental issues. The case study on the Repap phase

I Pulp MiIl hear ings provided an example of public
participation activities in operation, where the key

initiatives under the Environment Act were utilized in an

environmental assessment process.

5.1 Public Registries:

The following discussion has been written with respect

to meeting the criteria in Objective one of this study, to
assess public participation in terms of the public
registries.

In general, the public registries have been wel_1

received by those who have used them. There $¡ere 61 people

who knew of, and /or had used the registries, out of a total
sample size of L25. This represents approximately a 4BZ

level- of awareness from the sample.

There is a strong perception by the public that what
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they need is greater participation at the early stages in
the planning process. The pubtic is generally unaware that
the registries have been designed to accommodate pubric

input into setting the guiderines for environmental impact

assessments through written response to the Environment

Department. And if they are ar^Jare of this feature they are

either not famiriar with the procedure or feel that it has

not been emphasized enough.

The Environment Department may not request public
opinion in aII of its decisions, however, it may be useful
to consider some sray of expressing the strong points of the

registry, emphasizing the point at which the public is asked

to get involved. For example, aII of the pubtic interest
groups who had been contacted by the Environment Department

for their input into the guidelines on project proposals

(e.g. the Repap forestry management plan), responded they

were in favour of such requests.

The registry system in Manitoba has the potential to
involve the public at an earrier stage in decision making

with respect to environmental assessments and shourd make

this known to a greater extent. The FEARO process is the

onry other process (of those considered in this study) which

promotes public input at this stage of decision making. The

FEARO process however, has deveroped a formalized approach

to the scoping of EIA's by holding public hearings to
determine the guidetines to the ErA. The Environment
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Department may wish to consider formalizing a similar
process to the FEARO one, to gather public input into the

guidelines for its environmental impact assessments. Such a

process could assist in changing the publics' perception

that the government does not encourage public input at the

earlier stages of environmental assessments.

The most conmon request from those interviewed was to

have the registries advertised on a more continual basis.

To increase the usefulness of the registries it would be

valuable for the Environment Department to advertise their
availability more widely (i.e. on loca1 radio and/or public
television stations) so that the public becomes more aware

of which proposals are currently under consideration, and at

what stage in the planning process they can have input.

There v,¡as a certain amount of confusion among participants
as to when they could have input through the registry
processr pârticularly with respect to having input into the

guidelines for the environmental assessment for the Repap

putp mi11 proposal. Government clarification of these

features could be valuable to improve the publics'
perception of the registries.

Parenteau (I988), concurs with the above statements and

has indicated that it is desirable to have public
involvement as early as possible, and certainly no later
than the drafting of the guidelines for an environmental

impact study. fnviting public participation at the earlier
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stages of decision making for environmental assessments

would also help to el-iminate conflicts created between the

public, the government and the proponent when the public

does not feel it has had input into how project proposals

should be addressed.

There $rere many comments about the overwhelming amount

of material- (for the Repap proposal), and the difficulty of

achieving public understanding of its significance. The

availability of some means of improvement for interpretation
of the material- for the public may need Lo be considered by

the Environment Department. WeII publicized registries
which list project proposals and provide either a non-

technical interpretation of material, some means of
interpretation of technical material, and perhaps a more

general interpretation of the context of proposals in terms

of the environmenL in general, could reduce the public
perception that registries consist of material- which is too

overwhelming (particularly witn respect to Iarge projects

such as Repap).

With respect to environmental impact assessments, it
$¡as al-so considered important to have all of the background

documentation available for the public (i.e. correspondence,

agreements, requests ) , and either a facility for
photocopying t ot extra copies of documents at each registry
location which could go out on l-oan to the public and

perhaps to university libraries.
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prepares the environmental assessment document and submits

it to the registry. The government reviews the document and

the public is encouraged to do so as well. Prior to the

government decision on whether or not Lhe proposal should go

to public hearings, the government review could be included

with the registry material on a consistent basis with any

(major) project. This way the citizen will- see the project
proposal and the government critique and can decide if they

want to have further follow up and input into the project.
The registry system wiIl continue to be used, and

through additional networking and advertising it will- become

better known. In time, the registries may help the public

to become more proactive with respect to participating in
environmental decisions. The majority of those interviewed

said they would use the registry again. Lengthening the

hours of the main registry at the Environment Department t ot

establishing another main registry at the Centennial library
( which has longer operating hours ) , r^¡ere two suggestions

which would make it easier for the public to use the

registries in the evening.

Periodic checking of regisLry information to ensure it
is up to date, and the inclusion of two additional columns

which Iist that an EIA and/or public hearing has been

requested by the Environment Department are also suggestions

for improvement.
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5.2 Public Hearings:

The following discussion has been written with respect

to meeting the criteria for Objectives one and three of this
study, assessing public participation in the hearing process

and a case study of the Repap Phase I environmental

hear ings .

The public hearing process remains a prominent and

accepted mechanism for involving the pubtic in decision

making for environmental assessments. The participants of

this study believe that public hearings are a good way to
make their views known regarding development proposals.

They have however, raised a number of issues with regards to
the preparation for and participation in the public hearing

process.

The first issue raised was that the public is skeptical
about their participation in hearings because they are

uncertain if their input is having an influence on

government decision making with respect to project
proposals. If participation is to be encouraged,

participants need to be informed as to how their
participation affects the environmental issues at stake,

alternatives to proposals, the scoping of the environmental

assessment criteria and the governments final decisions on

projects. To a certain extent those who participated in an

environmental hearing can determine if their input had an

infl-uence on the licensing decisions by reading the CEC
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response and reconmendations to the Environment l,Iinister.
Respondents in this study viewed participation in

environmental hearings as necessary, but they believed the

government viewed such participation primarily as an

exchange of information in order to make pre-determined

decisions more acceptable. Participants sa$r the hearing

process as designed to review EIA's, which dealt rnostly with
the technical questions of how to minimize environmental

damage, and what monitoring and follow-up activities v/ere

required. They did not see the environmental hearings as

dealing with the broader questions rel-ated to proposal_s such

as the need for projects, whether they should be authorized,

alternatives to be considered, ecosystem effects and

cumul-ative impacts of development.

This perception is further exemplified by the fact that
although the public believes it puts a great deal of time

and effort into preparation for and participation in the

hearings, the Environment Minister (even though accountable

to the public), does not have to accept the recommendations

of the CEC panel, which serves in an advisory capacity.
It is important to note that there is a differentiation

to be made between whether the public is being critical on

decision making that applies to the processes under the

Environment Act, or on the Environment Act itself. The

existing legislation has not been designed to incorporate

decisions at the pre-registry (or pre-proposaL) stage. The
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decision making that occurs under the Environment Act occurs

once there is a proposal to assess. ff the public wants to

have input into the broader questions related to project

authorization and alternatives, these are matters which are

outside the scope of the current Environment Act and must be

addressed under another context.

Parenteau (I988) states that when the goal of public
consultation is to deal more with terms of authorization for
a project than the decision to proceed, the assessments

become technical appraisals of risk, rather than appraisals

of value. The Repap hearings provided an example of the

public's perception of the second issue raised, which is the

technical approach to the hearing process. There was

tension evident at the hearings because there v¡ere

presenters who wanted to address the technical nature of the

EIA and those who wanted to address their values and

concerns for a more general and broader focus to the

hear ings .

DeSario and Langton (1984) have pointed out we are far
from understanding as a society how to make technologicat

development and human values co-exist, and that what is
lacking at present is a means to determine human limits to

technological progress. The most frequent statement made by

those interviewed for the study, was that they would like to

be able to approach public hearings with technical expertise

because this was the only way to address the proponents at
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their l-eveI. Kane (1980) has pointed out that interest
groups are seeking to develop a higher leveI of
sophistication and expertise, and that this is a result of
their increased knowredge of government operations and how

they are affected by them.

A third issue raised by participants was that if the

government vJere to appoint or hire a committee of experts,

for example university professors, researchers, or other

speciarists, these experts courd be avail-abIe to assist
public interest groups with interpretation and analysis of
detailed technical information. A committee such as this
would be a valuable resource to the pubtic in preparation

for major hearings such as Repap. These same experts courd

provide knowredge of environmentar impact assessments and

provide forecasting on the cumulative impacts of
developments. They could also be calted upon by the CEC

paner to report on areas in which the panel requires further
crarification. These expert reports wourd provide an

independent analysis of specific aspects of the EIA, a

subject which resurted in considerabre discussion at the

Repap hearings.

The fourth issue raised by participants was a request

for the government to set up review panels which would

independentry assess ErA's. At present the cEc conducts

public hearings and advises the Environment Minister on its
findingsr pêrforming some of the functions that a review
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panel (such as the one set up for the FEARO process) would

carry out. The CEC could perhaps perform the functions of a

review panel by making a few adjustments, and by following

the provisions in the Environment Act which give CEC the

por,¡er to add members to its board ( upon ministerial
approval), when conducting hearings.

For example, the Chair and Executive Secretary of the

CEC would remain permanent positions semi-detached from

government. However for' major projects which have the

potential for significant environmental impacts, the

Commissioners would be appointed or hired on a project by

project basis. Some panel members would be appointed for
their scientific expertise which could be specifically
related to the development proposal. Other panel members

would be appointed for their loca1 knowledge of the area

where the development is proposed to take place. Uost

importantly, members appointed to a CEC panel must be able

to make a fair assessment of the material which is presented

at the hearings.

Implementation of the above suggestions could make a

difference in the publics' perception of the CEC and the

need for independent review panels. For example, during the

Repap hearings some respondents believed that the CEC had

made comments which indicated their support for the Repap

proposal. Such observations by the public can damage the

credibility of the CEC with respect to its impartial
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recommendations to the Environment Minister, and the

publics' perception of an impartiat Commission. panel

members which are specifically chosen for each major

environmental hearing could reduce the negative perception

that the panels are biased.

Participants at the Repap hearings expressed concern

that for such a major technicat hearing there should have

been more scientific representation on the CEC paneI.

Choosing some panel members for their scientific expertise

who will be selected for their research and experience in
specific projects coul-d also boost the credibility of the

CEC panels and the perception of a more independent status.
On the other hand, it may also be difficul_t to find panel

experts who do not already have their own views on a issue

based on their research in that particular area. The final
decision on panel members for major hearings courd be based

on finding knowledgeable peopJ-e from other areas who do not

bring their ovrn biases on an issue with them.

A fifth issue which $ras raised by participants
concerned the formal versus informal approach to hearings.

The public, in generaJ-r prefers an informal approach to the

hearing process. Although the use of lawyers was not well
received by the majority of the respondents which vlere

present at the Repap hearings, there were those who strongly
supported lega1 representation for public interest groups.

The informal approach to hearings is usually associated with
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panels \^Jho are advisory in naLure, whereas formal hearings

or inquiries are reserved for panels with decision making

capabitities. The government may wish to consider
differentiating their approach to public hearings based on

project classification, and specifically defining which

A potential solution to the question of how formal the

public hearing process should be has been suggested by Walsh

(1988) in the review of public hearing procedures for the

FEARO process. Walsh suggests that public hearings operate

as a combination of formal and informal approaches. The

formal- session would be a technical one and would be held in
larger cities. The formal- hearing would consist of. more

extensive questioning on technical expertise, while the

informar hearing or community sessions wourd encourage local
views. The community session would be held in smaller

centres close to the proposed development. Both hearings

woul-d address the same general issues of technology and

human interests, but each would focus somewhat differently
on the issues.

classification of hearings will
representation.

Although the Repap hearings

cenLre, Winnipeg, and a local
technical emphasis s¡as present

perception by the public hTas

technical- assessment .

requrre 1ega1

v¡ere held both in a large

community, The Pas, the

in both hearings and the

that the hearings were a
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The sixth issue raised by the participants concerned

the subject of intervener funding. The most frequent

request by participants who fel-t that financial assistance

should be provided, was to have funds available to hire
their own consultants. The hiring of consultants by public
interest groups would provide them with more thoroughly

researched information for their presentations at public

hearings, and they would be able to present material in a

more detailed and technical fashion. There was general

agreement that it was necessary to hire consultants to do

the research required for major hearings such as Repap, in
the short time periods given for preparation (30 days). The

participants at the Repap hearings expressed general

resentment that the proponents had the time, funding and

expert assistance to prepare their case, while the public

was working on volunteer time with inadequate funds.

To a lesser extent participants expressed an interest
in having funding avail-able to cover the costs of travel and

accommodation, administrative costs such as xeroxing and

mailing, and possibly legat assistance. Defining when the

hiring of lega1 counsel is required could become dependent

on the size and formality of the hearings and on demand by

the participants.

The Environment Department may wish to consider
implementing some form of financial assistance for public
interest groups who wish to intervene at hearings. There
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are several options to choose from with respect to where the

funds would come from, how they would be distributed, and

which interest groups would receive funding.

One possibility would be to follow the Ontario example

which has an Intervener Funding Project Act (based on a

three year pilot project basis), to provide direction in the

issuing of funds. In Ontario, the proponent is requested to

pay for the funding and the conditions of financial
assistance are determined by a funding panel which is set up

by the Ontario Environmental Review Board, the Ontario

Energy Board or a Joint Board. A funding committee such as

this could be set up in Manitoba through designations by the

CEC, or perhaps the MEC. The public will be interested in
having these decisions made by a committee which does not

consist of government representaLives. Interveners would

have to go through a detailed application similar to the

requirements in Ontario (as described in the preceding

results section) in order to receive funding, providing

reasons çehy they should receive it and how they propose to

use it. The funding committee would be responsible for the

decision on who would receive funds, in what amounts and for
what purposer so that duplication of efforts would be

reduced.

Ouimet (I989) has pointed out that to improve public
debate and ensure a relative balance among presenters at

hearings , financial assistance should be provided to
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interest groups to encourage their participation. Although

the intention of intervenor funding is to help public

interest groups better prepare for hearings, caution must be

taken to prevent the professional exploitation of funds by

experts or professionals who represent these organizations.

The Iast issue raised by participants on the hearing

process was the question of whether any of the concerns from

the Repap presentation would be included in the CEC

recommendations to the Environment Department. During the

Repap hearings the public presenters vrere very clear about

their feelings that the license for the pulp mitl should be

conditional upon issuing the licence for the forestry
management plan. Participants pointed out the public is
interested in looking at the broader scope of environmental

impacts. They become frustrated when they participate in a

process such as Repap where each stage is licensed
separately and (in the public's opinion) the $rrong order.

The CEC report refers to a sub-strategy for forestry
operations in Manitoba, anticipated to be considered as part

of the ongoing efforts of the Sustainable Development

Coordinating Unit. This strategy is the kind of action the

public had been calling for at the hearings and should be

well received. Once the hearings regarding the pulp mill-

r¡¡ere f inished, Repap decided not to continue with its plans

for construction of the mill, until environmental approval

was obtained for all of its proposed Phase I operations.
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This decision may have been based on circumstances which

were occurring in other provinces (i.e. the Alberta pufp

mill proposal-s and federal government concerns), and it may

also have been based on the public influence at the Èfanitoba

hear ings .

During the hearings, public presenters had requested

that a paper recycling facility be incorporated into the

conditions for the licence. This was not reconmended by the

CEC. There was also a request for the formation of a local

citizens advisory group in The Pas. This group woutd be

made up of the public, government officials, and Repap, and

would review reports on environmental monitoring. It would

also act as a link between Repap operations and the local-

community. This request was proposed by CEC in its
reconmendations for the licence. In addition, there vras a

reconmendation that the Environment Department provide for
baseline ecosystem monitoring and issue a report after a one

year field survey. This reconmendation is consistent with
requests from those technical presenters who felt this
information should have been available as background

material- for the consultants report.

Bregha (I977), has noted that public participation
increases as more of the population ages, but that
effectiveness wiIl not increase until we see more

cooperation than competition with respect to development.

Perhaps more important to remember r âs outl-ined by WaIIace
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(I985), is that the public participation process shoutd

always be fair, thorough, flexible and accessible.

5.3 The lrtanitoba Environmental Council:

The following discussion has been written with respect

to meeting the criteria outlined in Objective one of this
study, to assess public a$¡areness and representation on the

MEC.

The rnajority of the MEC board members interviewed, saw

MEC as having more of an advisory role, rather than a public
participation role. They saw themselves as an organization

who felt strongly about educating the public, and did so

through public forums and publications. The MEC provides

expertise to the government at a reasonably low cost, and

also acts as an informed spokesperson on environmental

issues f or the general public. ¡rtEC contributes to public
participation through its presence at CEC and other hearings

where it presents briefs and position papers.

The Envi ronment Act has provided l,lEC wi th more

independence. There is some reservation by members that the

Environment Minister could put excess pressure on members to

investigate and advise on issues, thus reducing the time the

volunteers need to pursue Council- interests. MEC members

expressed the same strong desire as the public with respect

to the need for research assistance. ItfEC has requested that
a researcher be hired for special projectsr so that they can
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be more prepared and less reactionary to environmental

issues. Having a researcher available to do analysis would

also decrease the amount of volunteer time that is required

for the preparation of briefs. The board has noticed an

increasing amount of activity for them since the Act vras

passed, and their volunteer time is not as available now as

it was in the past. Today more people are in the work force

and active in other interests and do not put in as much time

into volunteer organizations.

5.4 PubIic Interest Groups:

The following discussion has been written with respect

to meeting the criteria for Objective two of this study, to

assess public participation activities by non-legislated

public interest groups.

The representatives from public interest groups sar^l a

number of roles for their organizations. Most importantly

they saw their major role vras to promote public awareness.

This was followed by assisting with environmental education

programs, producing reports, networking, and to act as

lobbyists by participating in hearings and issuing press

releases. They were interested in participating in reviews

of legislation, saw themselves as having a watchdog function

on environmental issues, and were willing to enter into
controversial- issues.

Most of these representatives saw the I{EC as a good
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resource of expertise, and Iiked the organizational
representation in its membership. They fel_t however, that
MEC needed to be more vocal in all of its positions if it
was going to speak for the publics' environmental concerns.

There vlas a consensus among organizations that although

the government listened to their concerns and read their
retters, a response v¡as often very slow and depended on the

interest of the Minister. The Environment Department may

wish to consider increasing personal communication with
public interest groups by extending invitations to runcheons

or other smarr group discussions to get feedback on issues.

A prominent concern of these groups, was that unless

the public is incl-uded earlier in the decision making

process of major project proposals, the Environment Act is
only making a pubric relations effort. These concerns can

be reduced by increasing communication with organizations,
and further publicízing of the public registries, to provide

group members with information on current project proposals,

and encourage their input into the scoping of environmental

impact assessments.

The public wants foremost Lo be contacted for their
input, whether its for a development proposal or for
proposed legislation. The most favorabl-e comments in this
study came from those people who said they had been

personally contacted by the government, the proponent, or

the CEC with regards to having their input into an
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assessment or decision making process.

5.5 Provincial and Federal Leqislation:

The following discussion has been written with respect

to meeting the criteria for Objectives four and five of this
study, to make a comparison between public participation
under the Manitoba Environment Act with provinciat and

federal legislation.
Comparisons with the provincial and federal legislation

(as described in Table 2) have shown the strengths and

weaknesses among public participation under some

legislation. The most prominent area involving public
participation is in the assessment of environmental impact

reports, and input into review processes, hearings t ot

environmental regulations. The public is participating but

not at the early planning stages. The Manitoba and FEARO

processes both encourage public input at earlier planning

stages than the other Iegislation.
From the comparisons in Table 2, there are more

features for public participation in Manitoba than under the

other legislation. The FEARO process and the Alberta
government have proposed a number of changes to improve

their public participation initiatives. FEARO has proposed

a public register for proposals which will include a

rational for the decisions made by the Environment Minister.
Alberta has proposed the public have a more expanded input
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into project proposals, apptications and regulations.
Ontario and Saskatchewan have no proposed changes, although

Ontario is the only province with Iegislation for the

provision of intervener funding. CEPA is a rel-atively ne$r

Act which gives the public a much stronger voice when

defining the environmentat Iimits to which the public is
prepared to accept.

5.6 A Broader Context for Public Participation:
There is a broader context to public participation

outside of the environmental Iicensing process under the

Environment Act. This process invol-ves the coordination of
public participation on projects regarding management and

policy issues. An example of this broader context of
participation occurred during public workshops which were

held on the development of a provincial land and water

strategy. The workshops hrere a joint effort between a

number of different departments ( including the Environment

Department), and were coordinated by the Sustainable
Development Unit for the province.

As discussed by Ouimet (1989) the public is no$t

requesting hearings which deal with significant issues such

as development policies and the future. They are not

content to deal only with measures of foIlow-up and

mitigation and want input into questions of condition and

authorization of projects. The Manitoba hearings on the
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Repap proposal brought out requests for the province to
develop conservation strategies for our natural- resources,

which would be taken into consideration before any future

developments are permitted.

This assessment of public participation under the

environmental licensing process has only looked at one

aspect of the total focus of public participation. Future

planning may wish to consider a public participation program

for environmental policy and management issues.

5.7 Sum¡narv:

The public does not want to be adversely affected by

decisions which are made by government andr/or industry, and

they are putting pressure on the pubtic participation
processes so that they will have a meaningful say in those

decisions which are made. The Manitoba Environment Act has

introduced some very positive features to assist the public

with its involvement in the environmental assessment and

decision making process. The introduction of the public

registries has introduced public participation at an earl-ier

stage in environmental- assessment. The registries have also

assisted the public in getting information on project
proposals and to prepare for hearings. Their concept has

been weIl received.

The overal-I objective of the public participation
process should be to encourage partnerships, reduce
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confrontation, and provide for a supportive public in the

environmental assessment and decision making process.

Public participation will continually evolve to produce a

system which is acceptable to and meets the needs of the

public in terms of environmental quality. Effective public
participation therefore can only be defined in terms of
existing mechanisms. The Manitoba Environment legislation
has had some success in its current public participation
efforts, and through increased communication and some

flexibility, will be able to adjust these mechanisms as

required to meet the publics' needs. Matters which were

outside the scope of this Act must be addressed under

another context, and could provide the basis for future
research.
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RECOI,ÍMENDATIONS

The Environment Department may wish to consider the

following suggestions which are in accordance with Objective

six of this study:

PubIic Registries:

1. Publicize and emphasize the fact that the public

registries provide earlier participation in the

environmental assessment and decision making

process (i.e. guidelines to environmental impact

assessments). The registry can be used as a means

for the Environment Department to promote its
public participation features under the
Environment Act.

2. Consider increasing advertising on project
proposals which are submitted to the registry
through locaI radio announcements or public
television.
Add an additional column in the registry listings
which states when an environmental assessment or

public hearing has been requested by the
government.

Provide additional copies of registry information

for members of the public to take out on Loan

(i.e. environmental impact assessment reports on

major projects). If possible have documents

3.

4.
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5.

6.

available at University libraries.
l.lake the Centennial Iibrary a second main

registry, because of its longer hours of operation

than the main registry in the Environment

Department Resource Centre.

PubIic Eearings:

Keep the CEC hear ings informal, but have a

combination of technical and community or non-

technical hearings. The technical meetings wil-I

be for more extensive scientific and technical
questioning, the non-technical for expressing

values and concerns in a broader context. The

distinct separation could reduce the public
perception that hearings are designed soleIy for
technical discussions and risks of individual
projects. An additional possibility would be to
have different types of hearings dependent on the

classification of projects.

SeIect new members for the CEC panel with each

major hearing who are specifically chosen for
their technical expertiser local knowledge on

individual projects, or rel-evant experience. The

public would perceive each major hearing as having

a new (and independent) review panel and should

react in a positive way. The Environment Act has

provision for the appointment of knowlegeable

7.
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people to CEC panels to assist with hearings.

This provision should be utilized with each major

hearing.

B. Consider introducing an informal hearing process

to invite public comment on determining the scope

for environmental impact assessments. Th i s

9.

could reduce tension at public reviews of EIA's

when the public has already had a chance to have

input into how the EIA was conducted.

Contract the services of experts from the academic

or scientific community to assist the public with
investigation and interpretation of environmental

assessment documents for major development

proposals. This committee of specialists should

also be available to report to a CEC hearing to
present an independent assessment of any

particular aspect of the EIA. The appointment of

specialists from government departments should be

avoided as they may not be perceived as being

objective.

Provide financial assistance to public interest
groups once they have made application for and

received approval from an independent funding

committee. This committee could consist of
members from the CEC review panel or perhaps the

MEC who would screen applications for funding on

10.
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11.

12.

the basis of: purpose for attending the hearing,

committment to the issue, Iack of organization or

individual funding, and clarification of how funds

would be used. The funding committee would be

responsible for distributing funds and to avoid

funding which would lead to duplication of
efforts. The proponent would be asked to pay the

intervener funds, the government responsible for

allocating it to the funding committee.

Introduce some flexibitity into the review period

for EIA's. For example, instead of the 30 day

review period being standard for all development

proposals r consider the possibility of an

additional 30 days for review depending on public

request.

NGO'S:

Increase communication and personal contact with
non-government and environmental interest groups

at the preliminary stages, when initial proposals

and the scope of projects are under consideration.

This could be done through small groups meetings

or informal gatherings with the I'finister or

through written requests for their input.

I,ÍEC:

Provide support to the l,lEC in thei r reguest f or

hiring a staff researcher. This position couLd

13.
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assist them with their publications and public

educational material and create additional
publicity for the MEC to the public.
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APPENDIX I

LOCATIONS OF THE ¡{AN]TOBA PUBLTC REGISTRTES

LOCATÏON:

Main Registry:

WINNIPEG Manitoba Environment,
Resource Centre,
BLdg. 2, I39 Tuxedo Avenue
Winnipeg, l4anitoba
R3N OH6

Sub-Public Registries :

BRANDON Western Manitoba Regional
Library,
638 Princess Avenue
Brandon, Manitoba
R7A OP3

DAUPHIN Parkland Regional_ Library
3I First Avenue, S.9t.
Dauphin, l.lanitoba
R7N IR9

FLIN FLON FIin Fl_on Public Library
58 Main Street
Flin FIon, Manitoba
R8A lJB

MORDEN South Central Regional Library
Box 2320
l,lorden, Manitoba
ROG lJO

SELKIRK Selkirk Community Library
P.O. Box 388, 373 Main St.
Selkirk, l,lanitoba
RIA 283

THE PAS The Pas public Library
53 Edwards Avenue
Box 4100,
The Pas, Manitoba
R9A 1R2

THOMPSON Thompson public Library
8I Thompson Drive N.
Thompaon rManiLoba
R8N 0C3
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VùINNIPEG Centennial Pub1ic Library
25L Donald Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 3P5
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Section I

APPENDIX II
¡ra i I-Ou t-Qües tÏ onna i r e

PubIic Registries

no

1) Are you aware of the public registries which v/ere
introduced by the Environment Act, passed March 31st,
1988?

yes no

2) How did you become aware of the registry system? (check
those most appropriate).

loca1 newspaper
radio
community advertisements
word of mouth
other (please specify)

3)a. Have you taken the opportunity to express your concerns
or interest in any of the proposed projects?

_ yes no

b. If. yês, what action did you take? (check those most
appropriate).

request for additional information
telephone call
wrote a letter
requested a hearing
other (please explain)

c. What classification was (were) the proposat(s) you were
interested in? (check those appropriate)

Class I
C1ass II
Class III
all of the above

d. Did you have enough time to respond to the proposal(s)
before the deadline for submissions was over?

_ yes

If Dor please explain

e. Are you a\¡¡are of any action that was taken by the
government as a result of your input?

yes
no
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possibly
have no idea

If yesr please explain.

4) The public registry system is effective in assisting
people with their involvement in environmental issues.

strongly agree Comments:
agree
undecided
di sagree
strongly disagree

5) The public registries provide sufficient background
information on the proposed projects.

strongly agree Comments:
agree
undecided
di sagree
strongly disagree

6) The registry system provides opportunity for public
input at the appropriate phase of the licencing process?

strongly agree
agree
undecided
di sag ree
strongly disagree

Comments:

7) The registry information is easily accessibl-e for the
public.

strongly agree Comments:
agree
undecided
di sagree
strongly disagree

B) What changes, if âDtr would you l_ike to see in the
public registries? (please specify)
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Section If Public Hearings

9) How many public hearings have you participated in since
the Environment Act r^¡as proclaimed on March 31st, lgBB?

10) For what purpose did you attend? (check those
appropriate )

gave a presentation
attended for information only
represented an organization
individual interest
other (please explain)

11) How did you become aware that the public hearing(s) had
been called?

ne$rspaper advertisement
radio
public registry
other (please explain)

J-2) Was the method of publicizing the hearing(s)
appropr iate? yes no

If ror please explain.

13) Were you given adequate notice to prepare for the
hearing(s)?

_ yes

f f rror please explain.

no

14) Was the hearing arranged at an appropriate time for you
to attend? _ yes no

If ror please explain.

15 ) ltlere there f inancial costs to yoursel_f or your
organization to prepare for the hearing?

yes

9{hat $¡ere they? (please list)
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16)

Lt)

1B)

Have you ever
the government

yes

Your par
participat
intervenor

Public
longer
date it

a) requested financial assistance from
for this hearing?

no

assistance fromb) received financial
the government for a hearing?

yes no

If yes, were the funds consistent with your request?

ticipation (or your organization's
ion) would increase at public hearings if
funding $ras more readily available?

strongly agree Comments:
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

participation woul-d be greater if there were a
time period between announcing a hearing and the
is held.

I9) The hearing process is an appropriate way to express
your concerns / objections?

strongly agree
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

strongly agree
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

Comments:

Comments:

20) Pl-ease rate the following according to their
effectiveness for assisting the public to
participate in environmental decision making.
(1 highest....5 lowest)

public meetings Comments:
public hearings
open houses
community workshops
citizen advisory committees

2L) What changes, if âDtr would you like to see in the
hearing process? (Please specify).
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Section III Personal Data

22) Do you cur rently belong to an envi ronmental
organi zat ion?

yes no

23) Which category are you?

Age Sex
20-30
31-40
41-50
5r-60
60-7 0
70+

female
male

24) l,lhat city/Lown do you live in or close to?

25) V{hat is your highest level of education?

high school,
community college,/technical school-
univer s i ty
other (please explain)

Additional Comments:
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APPENDIX IIT

PUBLIC REGISTRY QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions have been designed to assist a
graduate student at the University of !,fanitoba in a research
study, designed Lo assess pubJ-ic participation under the
Manitoba Environment Act. The questions can be answered
anonamously, hovJever, if you would be willing to be
interviewed by the researcher, please leave your name and
address at the bottom of this questionnaire. Thank you for
your time and assistance with this study.

1 ) Which proposal are you interested in?

2) What is your concern regarding this proposat?

How did you receive notice that a proposed project was
listed at this registry?

Was the registry information easily accessible for you?
Lf rror please explain.

Do you represent an organization? Which organization?

Do you feel the registry is effective in providing the
public with information about projects which could be
damaging to the environment?

Have you taken the opportunity to express your conerns
or interest in a proposal to a government
representat ive ?

lüould you use this registry again?

What changes, if âny, would you like to see with the
registry system?

10) Additional comments?

3)

4)

s)

6)

7)

B)

e)

If you are willing to
name, address, and phone

NAME:

ADDRESS:

be interviewed, please leave your
number below.
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Section I

1) !'Ihat
lrEc?

APPENDIX IV

rdEC - Public Participation

General Information

is your position on the Board of Directors for

2)

3)

7)

8)

Vùhat do you see as the role of MEC with regard to
assisting public involvement in the decision making
process?

Has the recently passed Manitoba Environment Act
provided MEC with the opportunities to have meaningful
participation into the environmental decision making
process?

4)

s)

Do you wish to comment
MEC? (i.e. the number
to be most effective).

Do you wish to comment on
made available to MEC for i

the subject of membership to
members which it should have

the funding which has been
Es yearly operations?

on
of

6) Do you wish to comment on the subject of staff
positions which are provided by the Environment
Department for ttEC administration?

In order for MEC to best represent the public interest,
do you wish to suggest any changes or improvements that
could be made to assist MEC with its responsibilities?

Do you have any final comments regarding MEC's role in
the public participation process as outlined under the
Manitoba Environment Act?

The following sections (II, & III) will be asking for
participants response and opinions on the mechanisms for
public participation under the Environment Act.
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Section II Public Registries

9) a) Are you aware of the public registries which were
introduced by the Environment Act, proclaimed March
3lst, I988?

b) How did you become aware of the registry system?
(e.9. nev¡spaper, radio, community advertisements,
word of mouth).

10) a) Have you (or has your committee/region), taken the
opportunity to express your concerns or interest in
any of the proposed registry projects?

b) What action did you take? (most recent project).

c) What classification was (were) the proposal(s) you
v¡ere interested in? (e,9. Class f,II, and/or III).

d) Has the deadline for submissions ever influenced
whether or not you (or your committee/region)
responded to an environmental proposal? If y€s,
please explain.

e) Are you aware of any action that vras taken by the
government as a result of your input? If yês, what
action was taken?

11) Do you bel-ieve the public registry system is effective
in assisting people with their involvement in
environmental issues?

12) Do the public registries provide sufficient background
information on the proposed projects and their
environmental impact statements?

13) Does the registry system provide opportunity for
public input at the appropriate phase of the licencing
process?

14) Is the registry information easily accessible for you?
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15) Do you wish to comment further on the public registries
or propose any changes which could improve the
current system?

Section III PubIic Hearings

16) a) Have you (or has your committee/region) had any
invol-vement in a public hearing since the
Environment Act was proclaimed?

b) What is the most recent hearing which you have
attended?

:-.7l For what purpose did you attend? (e.9. give
presentation, information only, represent your
organization, requested to attend).

18) How did you become ahrare that the public hearing(s)
had been called? (e.g. newspaper, radio, public
registry).

19) rs the method of publicizing hearing(s) appropriate?
(i.e. they are required to put a notice in the
Winnipeg and regional newspaper, 30 days in
advance of the hearing date).

If Dor please comment?

20) Were you given adequate notice to prepare for the
hearing(s)? If nor why not?

2I) Was the hearing arranged at an appropriate time for you
to attend? If nor why not?

22) Do you have any comments regarding the issue of
financial assistance being made available for
individuals/organizations who wish to present at
public hearings?

23) Would your participation (or your committee,s/region's
participation) at public hearings be influenced one wayor another if íntervenor funding was availabLe in
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either a continuous or issue oriented context?

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

Would your participation
hearings change if there
period between announcing a
it is held?

or involvement in public
hrere a Ionger time

hearing and the date

Are there factors (other than financial) which mây
discourage you (or your committee/region) from becoming
more involved in the hearing process?

a) Over aII, how woul-d you evaluate the public hearing
process?

b) Are there any changes you might wish to see in the
current operation?

Are there other methods for assisting public
participation in environmental decision making
which you would like to see implemented under
the Environment Act? (e.9. public
meetings, open houses, community workshops,
citizen advisory committees, joint planning
efforts ) .

In general, is there anything you would like to comment
on with regards to public participation under the
Environment Act which I may have missed during the
interview?
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APPENDIX V

Public-Interest Groups

1) What role do you see for non-government, public
interest groups with respect to their
participation in environmental decision making?
(i.e. as lobbyists, conservationists,
activists, distributors of information, etc.).

Do you consider the Manitoba Environmental Council to
be an effective organization which represents the
public's environmental concerns? (Please explain)

2) Do you feel that the government values your
organization's input and has been receptive in the
past to your concerns/requests?

(If possible, please give an example).

3) Are you aware of the public registries which $rere
introduced by the Environment Act, proclaimed
March 31st, 1988?

4) Have you (or has your organization) had an opportunity
to use the public registry to obtain information
on a particular issue?

If y€s, what is the most recent proposal you were
interested in?

5) Has the deadline for submissions influenced whether or
not your organization has responded to an
environmental proposal which is listed in the
registry?

If yês, please explain.

6) Did the registry provide you with sufficient background
information on a particular proposal and its potential
environmental impacts?
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B)

7) Do the registries encourage public involvement at the
appropriate phase of the licensing process? (i.e. do
they ask for public input early enough, before
decisions are made).

Has the registry information
you?

If nor please explain.

been easily accessible for

9) OveralI, is the public regisLry system an effective
means for assisting people with their involvement
in environmental issues?

r0) Do you have any suggestions for changes or ways in
which to improve the current registry system?

11) Has your organization taken the opportunity to become
involved in a public hearing on an environmental issue?

If yês, what was the most recent hearing.

9{hat action did you take at that hearing? (i.e. made a
presentation, attended for information, requested to
attend, represented your organization).

L2) Is the time period
date in which it
days ) .

between announcing a hearing and the
vras held adequate? ( approximately 30

13) Would your organ ízation's
hearings change if there were
between announcing a hearing
held?

participation in public
a longer time period
and the date it is

Has your organization ever
assistance from the government
hear ing?

requested financial
in order to attend a

14)
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rs)

r6)

L7)

18) Overall,
process?

Have you ever received assistance? (Please explain).

Do you wish to comment on the issue of financial
assistance for public interest groups who wish to
attend public hearings in Manitoba?

Would your organizationrs participation at hearings be
influenced if financial assistance was possible?

Are there factors (other than financial) which may
discourage your organization from becoming more
involved in the public hearing process?

r9)

20')

how would you evaluate the public hearing

Are there any changes you might wish to see in the
current system?

WouId you Iike to see other types of pubtic
participation initiatives introduced to a greater
extent? ( i. e. public information meetings, open
houses, advisory committees, joint planning efforts).

Do you have any final comments with regards to public
participation under the Manitoba Environment Act?
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APPENDIX VI

Repap Phase I Public Eearings

August/September' 1989

PubIic Participation Questionnaire

1) For what purpose did you attend the Repap hearings?
(e.g. for information, represent an organization,
give a presentation, personal interest, requested
to attend).

2)a. Did you use one of the regional public registries to
obtain background information on the Repap pulp mi11
proposal? Which one?

b. If yêsr did the registry provide you with sufficient
information Lo review the proposal, assessment process
and/or environmental assessment report?

c. If Dor how did you obtain information?

d. Does the registry ask for your input at the appropriate
phase of the licensing process? (please explain).

3) Did the Repap public consultation and information
sessions influence your decision to attend these
public hearings?

If yes, please elaborate.

4) Did you take the opportunity to express your concerns or
interest in this project to a government or industry
representative (prior to the decision to hold public
hear ings ) ?

If yes, please describe what action you took?

5 ) Was there any response to your input by a government or
industry representative?

PLease describe what the response was?
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6 ) Were there financial- costs to yourself or your
organization to prepare for this hearing?

If yês, what were they? (e.9. report preparation,
reproduction, telephone, travel, computer costsr paper
costs).

7) Did you a) reguest financial assistance from the
government to prepare for this hearing?

b) receive financial assistance from the
government for this hearing?

I ) Do you wish to comment on the issue of financial
assistance for interveners attending public
hearings in l,lanitoba?

9) Do you have any conments regarding:

a) the method of advertising for the Repap public
hearings? (e.9. newspaper advertisements)

b) the time which \.las available for you to prepare for
and attend the hearings?

10) If the environmental license is granted (not/granted)
and the terms and conditions of that license are
not satisfactory to you, will you consider:

a. Appealing the final decision?

b. Pursuing some form of legal action?

11 ) OveralI, how do you evaluate this public hearing
process as a means for the public to have
meaningful participation into the Repap proposal?

L2) Do you have any final comments on with regards to
public participation in the Repap Phase I
licensing process which I may have missed asking
you about?
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APPENDIX VIÏ

ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEIVED

Organizations:

THE PAS:

The Pas Indian Band
l"loose Lake Indian Band
Canadian Paperworks Union
Ducks Unlimited
Time To Respect The Earth's Ecosystems (TREE)
The Pas Chamber of Commerce
Cl-earwater Lake Cottage Owners Association
Manitoba Metis Federation
Keewatin Community College
Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation
Swampy Cree Tribal Council

9{INNÏPEG:

Consumer Association of Canada
MKO
Manitoba Liberal Party
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Manitoba Environmentalists Incorporated
Chemawawin First Nation Band
Norman Regional Development Corporation
Crossroads Resource Group
International Woodworking Association ( IWA)
TREE
Sierra Club
l4anitoba Naturalists Society
Conservation Strategy Association of Manitoba
I'tanitoba Environmental Council
Recycling Council of Manitoba
I{anitoba Association of School Trustees

INDIVIDUALS:

THE PAS:

Jack Johnson, local resident
Jack Kennedy, J-oca1 resident
Caroline Skrypitz, Mafeking resident
A.S. Banks, locaI resident
Bruce Unfried, Mayor
Ted Bersier, Mayor, I{oose Lake Community Council
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9'lINNIPEG:

Brian Pannell, Iawyer for TREE
CIaire Dansereau, consultant, IWA
Ken EmberIey, IocaJ- resident
Dr. Eva Pip, University of Winnipeg, Biology
The Hugh Arklie Family
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